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Abstract

In a world with fast-growing population and a global urba-
nisation trend leading to densified urban tissue, a good 
daylight visualisation tool is more important than ever 
before. In order to prevent stalling in the planning process, 
building simulation tools should be developed which can be 
used by developers, urban planners or architects where time, 
knowledge and resources are limited.
Literature study revealed that these parties use ECOTECT 
and EnergyPlus for building performance simulation most 
and find it important for the building performance tool to 
have a strong graphical representation of output results and 
to have a short learning curve when it comes to dealing with 
a new simulation program. 
Because of the great variety of possibilities, high com-
patibility and reliable calculation method (backward ray-
tracing), Rhinoceros’ Grasshopper was used to develop an 
easy, quick daylight simulation tool. The simulation tool 
provides quick assigning of geometry and then creates, 
based on the input parameters, such as glazing ratio, glazing 
orientation, dimensions and number of floors by itself. Then 
the various materials with known reflectances are assigned 
to the corresponding surfaces. The right sky per calculation 
is generated and the simulation time is limited by having 
optimal RAD parameters for an accurate simulation result. 
After the user chooses to run the simulation, the output 
will be visualised in the Rhino viewport and written to Excel 
automatically with just one click.

This daylight simulation tool was verified for illuminance 
values, in order to prove its technical properties. For the 
verification process a baseline building model was created 
with dimensions of 25x25x3m, a glazing ratio of 0.25, 
glazing on the East and West side of the building and two 
test grids (outdoor at a height h=0.1m and indoor h=0.8m). 
The simulation parameters for this baseline model were as 
follows; calculated on 21th of July at 15:00 under a CIE 
Overcast Sky. The verification was done in 3 ways: firstly, 
in order to verify that the output values respond to input 
value changes, simulations were run with only the baseline 
model where for every simulation one parameter was altered 
per variable (for example time, season or glazing ratio). The 
second verification method was a comparison of the baseline 
model into two different simulation programs; the baseline 
model in Grasshopper compared to the baseline model in 

A.
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DIALux Evo. The last verification method was done to prove 
the simulation results were different when the baseline model 
was placed in context. The baseline model was placed in two 
very different locations in the ‘Great City Chengdu Master 
Plan’ context, but also the building shape was changed to see 
whether the simulation tool would help the user to find an 
ideal building shape in a certain location.
Results show that the output for the various parameters for 
the baseline model changed indeed and according to what 
was expected of the model. The comparison to the DIALux 
model, however, consequently showed a lower illuminance 
level for the output of Grasshopper. This could be due 
to a difference in the daylighting scenes in DIALux Evo 
and abnormalities in the luminous flux. The results of the 
baseline model in context showed unexpected output. Even 
though the variants stood in an environment with higher 
reflecting surfaces, indoor illuminance levels for the model 
in the South district, the model near the water and for the 
building with a L-shaped footprint were consequently lower. 

Giraffe, as the tool has been named, can be widely used 
throughout the whole planning process with various 
daylighting studies for various variables. With compound 
geometry problems in assigning geometry could be 
problematic and should be tested always before running 
a simulation. Whether the tool meets the requirements 
architects and urban planners ask for in a daylighting tool, 
requires a user validation study. However, by filling in the 
framework scheme on architect-friendliness created by 
Weytjens et al. (2011), it is predicted the user satisfaction will 
be good. Further improvements are advised on enhancing 
automation through a ‘performance grade’ and  incorporating 
the effect of factors which influence  the amount of daylight 
(e.g. air pollution).
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�� Light & urbanisation 

With the world’s population still growing with around 81 million 
people a year, we are using more energy per capita than ever 
before (Dadax, 2019; Development Data Group, 2019; Gerland et 
al., 2014). In addition, citizens migrate back from rural areas to the 
city to use the facilities, which results in an urbanization trend in 
the last decennia. Today 50 percent of the world’s population lives 
in the city, and by 2050 it is expected that 6 billion people or more, 
over 70 percent, will have found their place in the urban areas. 
After witnessing the urbanisation trend in the Western world, Asia 
is expected to follow the United States and Europe in its footsteps. 
Rapid population growth due to migration from rural to urban 
area, creates new challenges for urban planners and architects 
to overcome (Ghadar & Loughran, 2014). Think of the increasing 
demand for housing, facilities, offices and transportation. These 
urban transformations should be taking into consideration the 
change in daylight distribution, already at an early stage in the 
design process and execute the city growth as optimal as possible. 
This will grant current inhabitants of these growing cities to 
keep the lighting comfort they are used to and will also prevent 
the city having an increased greenhouse emission per capita. 

The urbanisation trend (together with a still increasing population) 
as described by Ghadar and Loughran (2014), results in a high 
density urban area, defined as ‘megacity’; a city with over ten 
million inhabitants. Globally this has caused an increasing number 
of megacities. The number of megacities is especially high in Asia, 
where there are already 17 megacities (of which 6 are located in 
China). Well-known megacities in Asia are for example Tokyo and 
Beijing, with respectively over 38 and over 21 million inhabitants. 
Worldwide the number of megacities will increase from 31 in 2016 
to a projected 41 in 2030 (United Nations, Department of Economic 
and Social Affairs, 2016). Along with this increasing number of 
megacities, emission of greenhouse gasses increases with it (Lutz, 
2017; Scovronick et al., 2017; United Nations, Department of 
Economic and Social Affairs, 2016). Cities face challenges when 
it comes to controlling this increasing population wave, having to 
choose how the city should grow; outside of their city’s boundaries 
in the form of agglomeration or by increasing city density or 
changing plot destination (Bosselman, 2008; Hassenpflug, 2010). 
These transformations, especially increasing city density could 
have a negative influence on the lighting conditions of building 
users when taking into consideration daylight entrance in existing 

1. Intro duction 
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buildings, which results in an increasing health issues and increasing 
need for electrical lighting. Planning for optimal use of daylight early 
in the urban planning process, could prevent the increasing demand 
for electrical lighting, while enhancing daylighting conditions for 
building users at the same time. 

Ever noticed that people are smiling more often during the 
summertime, than during wintertime? Aan het Rot, Moskowitz 
& Young (2006) showed bright light makes people more joyful; 
they are less mischievous, more agreeable and in an overall 
better mood. Illuminance levels in offices of 1000lux at the eye 
show that people deal with less fatigue, sleep better and are 
more productive, according to a study by Aries (2005). Therefore, 
having information about daylight availability in a city, building 
or room is considered important for all parties involved in the 
process at some point, ranging from developers to building users. 
To prevent poor daylight design (e.g. low illuminance levels in 
living or working area, high glare probability, bad distribution of 
light), simulations are executed to ensure safety, performance and 

Figure 1 Simplified flowchart representation of the planning process and light analysis moments 

as required by architects (European Commission, 2017 - edited)
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satisfaction, which are compared to norms, standards and possibly 
other requirements defined by the developers or designers in the 
urban planning process. Daylight design is especially considered at 
the feasibility and master planning phase, formal planning phase, 
the design and implementation phase and to a lesser extend in 
the operational phase, see Figure 1. It is common practice for 
developers, municipality and architects to consult a lighting expert 
to research and report on daylight conditions in the specified area 
in various stages of building planning, simply because there is lack 
of knowledge, time and resources to execute an accurate daylight 
simulation by the parties themselves. In the feasibility and master 
planning phase a shading analysis is executed, to substantiate the 
chosen location of the building. In the formal planning phase energy 
consumption plays an important role, therefore energy simulations 
are executed. Lighting experts simulate outdoor lighting and 
estimate the expected energy costs, based on the designed building 
mass. The design and implementation phase can be divided into 
the building design and interior design. Building design is the phase 
where the architect defines the rough building mass into carefully 
designed spaces with respect to numerous factors, one of them: 
daylight. Shading type (think of overhang, exterior shading or tinted 
glazing) and window size are important permanent considerations 
which affect daylight (illuminance, glare, luminance and daylight 
factor) substantially and influence the way the interior design is 
going to be solved by the interior designer. The interior designer 
which plays a role in both the design and implementation phase as 
well as in the operational phase, uses daylight simulation in order 
to determine the materials he or she uses are comfortable for the 
eye. Therefore, glare and luminance are considered most. In Figure 
1 these phases are described and linked to the simplified flowchart 
provided by the European Commission. Despite the advantage of 
having a daylight analysis executed by lighting experts, having to 
outsource the analyses in various stages of the planning phase, 
slows down the planning process in the first place and moreover, 
has its share in the budget. 

�� Light & software 

The need for simulation software to be able to create daylight 
calculations has not been unnoticed. Over the years a lot of 
simulation programs have been released and reviewed. More 
known simulations programs include RADIANCE (backward ray-
tracing), DIALux Evo (photon shooting), Velux (bi-directional 
ray tracing with photon mapping) and IES VE (uses RADIANCE 
backward ray-tracing engine for daylight simulations). What 
simulation tools do architects use? In a study done by Attia, et al. 
(2009), participants (architects, LEED accredited professionals, 
students, etc.) indicated to use ECOTECT (64%), eQUEST (49%), 
EnergyPlus (32%) and IES VE (24%) most for building performance 
simulation. In Table 1 the top 10 most used tools is shown. The 
study showed that participants find it most important to have 
a graphical representation of output results, flexible use and 
navigation, an easy follow-up structure and an easy learnability of 
the simulation program. When the participants are asked to rank 
the programs according to their usability, another top 10 is the 
result, Table 2. A similar study was executed three years later by 
Attia et al. (2012). Here, the engineers and architects were divided 

Table 1 Most used BPS tools by participants 

of a study executed by Attia et al. in 2009 

(the colours in the table correspond to the colours 

of the software names in Figure 2)

*ECOTECT has been replaced by Project Vasari (2009-

2015) and from Vasari embedded into Revit
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into separate groups to distinguish the needs of both groups. 
When the participants are then asked to provide a ranking, two 
different top 10’s are formed, Table 2. This confirms the wide gap 
in needs between designers (architects) and engineers Attia et al. 
described in 2012.
The question arises: What is it that architects search for in a daylight 
simulation tool? Hopfe, et al. in 2005 and Matsuo in 1985 stated 
that it is important to provide users with default values, probably 
to speed up the process of setting up a simulation model which 
is an important aspect according to Donn (1999). Matsuo (1985) 
and Reinhart & Fitz (2006) added the importance of detailed user 
manuals or documentations and help menu’s, which is key for the 
learning process of the simulation tool. Reinhart & Fitz (2006) 
also stated that users learn the tool mostly by self-learning using 
program documentation. That the tool should be easy to learn in 
a short time is also described by Attia et al. in 2009 and Donn 
in 1999. Robinson (1996) states that there is a difference in 
the amount of detail of a tool. He states that engineers request 
more detailed tools, whereas architects in contrast request more 
simplified tools. 
Building simulation tools are used already for conceptual building 
design according to Hopfe et al. (2005). Aizlewood & Littlefair 
(1994) go even further and state that shading analyses due to 
neighbouring buildings are executed by site lay-out calculations. In 
Table 3 the importance of the various values is ranked by designers, 
researchers and engineers (Reinhart & Fitz, 2006). From this it can 
be concluded, that interior illuminance and luminance, daylight 
factor and photo-realistic images are considered as most important 
simulation output.

According to Reinhart & Fitz (2006) 94% of the participants 
stated that they execute comparative studies for different design 
options. 74% of those outputs are eventually documented into 

Table 2 Usability rankings of BPS tools of two studies by Attia et al. (the colours in the 

table correspond to the colours of the software names in Figure 2)

Table 3 Outputs produced using computer simulation programs by architects, engineers and 

researches (Reinhart & Fitz, 2006)
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client reports. Only 33% of the participants executes simulations 
for absolute values. The effect the output has, is shown in Table 4. 
Designers adjust several design aspects after the interpretation of 
the daylighting analysis output in order to achieve better simulation 
results. Shading type and control, window size and glazing type are 
design aspects which are influenced mostly. Reinhart & Fitz (2006) 
state that from the survey it has become clear that designers are 
more involved in the design decision process than the engineers and 
researchers (the highest end of the range are all from the architects) 
.
Figure 2 shows a radar graph with the strengths and weaknesses 
of BPS tools with daylight simulation possibilities usually referred 
to in literature. From this figure it becomes clear every design tool 
has its pros and cons. Integrated Environmental Studio Virtual 
Environment plug-in (IES/VE) has the best rating, it scores highest 
on data-input and interface and therefore also in general. In output 
however IES/VE scores very low (-). None of the tools scores 
higher than a ‘0’ on output, indicating none of the simulation tools 
provide the desired output. Output of all programs provide mainly 
charts, graphs and absolute values, which - as stated before - is not 
the desired output for architects.

Table 4 Design aspects influenced by daylighting analysis according to designers 

(Reinhart & Fitz, 2006)

Figure 2 Most referred BPS tools providing 

daylight simulation and their strengths and weaknesses 

(graph from Weytjens et al., 2011 - modified)

1 = ‘--’
2 = ‘-’
3 = ‘0’
4 = ‘+’
5 = ‘++’
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In Table 5 the BPS tools from Figure 2 are listed with their daylight 
simulation engine. 

Simulation programs differ in numerous ways, daylight simulation 
engine and/or calculation method, but also: sky modelling, 
geometry modelling, compatibility of modelling software, possible 
variables, output, documentation and so on. It seems there is a 
need for the simulation tool to be fast, easy and versatile. It is 
important to consider programs that do not require the daylight 
simulation tool user to learn an entirely new script (short learning 
curve), provide enough documentation of help menus (to meet the 
desire for self-learning), have a high compatibility with modelling 
software in order to provide quick geometry modelling (currently 
used most by architects is Autodesk AutoCAD according to Attia 
et al. (2009), require few set-up steps (e.g. defining the location, 
date and time which then automatically generates output) and 
have an easy follow-up structure (Attia et al., 2009). The way the 
output is presented is the biggest challenge, since, no simulation 
tool produces the desired output as required by architects. 
Therefore, the aim for this study is to design a tool that can help 
architects in different stages of urban densification design to find 
locations with optimal daylight conditions.

Aim
Design a tool that can help architects in different stages of ur-
ban densification design to find locations with optimal daylight 
conditions.

The following research question is formulated: What could 
architects and developers help designing a daylight optimal city in 
case of urban densification?

Research question
What could architects and developers help to design a daylight 
optimal city in case of urban densification?

�� Report structure
The report starts with a description of the methodology in Chap-
ter 2. The case study, used software and verification process will 
be described. Also, the various models are described here; the 
baseline model, the baseline model in DIALux Evo and the context 
model. Chapter 3 presents a detailed description of the built 
daylight simulation tool, from the Grasshopper user interface to 
the output visualisation of the tool. In Chapter 4 the results of the 
verification can be found.  The results show the simulation output 
for illuminance, gained from the baseline model without context, the 
baseline model in DIALux Evo and the baseline model and variation 
model in the context of the ‘Great City Chengdu’ case study. 
Chapter 5 describes a simulation with a random building geometry 
in the ‘Great City Chengdu’ context, made with the presented tool 
(according to the flowchart of the daylight simulation tool).

Table 5 BPS tools and their daylight simulation engine, 

from the review by Weytjens et al., 2011)
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The output is visualised and described. In the ‘Discussion’ in 
Chapter 6 the output of the illuminance of the baseline model, 
the output of DIALux Evo and the output of the baseline model in 
the ‘Great City Chengdu’ will be compared to the baseline model 
which will verify the simulation tool. In Chapter 7 the conclusion 
is presented. The acknowledgements, list of references, figures, 
tables and sub questions, nomenclature and glossary can be found 
respectively. The list of sub questions provides the reader insight 
in the process of this study. In the nomenclature all abbreviations 
used in the report are enlightened and in the glossary all technical 
terms are explained. Appendices are enclosed in the last pages of 
the report. 
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The methodology describes the case study of the research, the 
software used and the verification process. The case study 
will be enlightened with figures and diagrams to describe the 
research environment. This will give an idea of the dimensions 
of the environment and help understand certain decisions. Then, 
the choice of software will be explained and a description of the 
various programs will be given. Finally the verification process will 
be explained in detail. In Figure 3 the structure of the report and 
the methodology are represented schematically.

�� Case study 

For this study, a megacity has been chosen as a case study to verify 
the simulation output of the baseline model. Choosing a megacity 
has been done based on the following criteria:
–   The city is a megacity in Asia (a region with highest population 

growth);
–   It is a megacity with the highest population growth, in %;
–   It is a megacity with the highest population growth, in amount. 

According to the population division booklet of 2016 by the United 
Nations the answer would initially have been Beijing. However, 
on March 19, 2018 the Chinese government decided to take a 
surprising turn in their policy; they want to limit the populations of 

2.
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Beijing and Shanghai as an answer to ‘big city disease’ (Roxburgh, 
2018). This means the Chinese city Chengdu, China, will be 
projected as a faster-growing city (United Nations, 2016) in contrast 
to the shrinking city of Beijing in 2030. Therefore, the objective of 
this study is designing a daylight simulation and visualisation tool 
for architects and developers using Chengdu in the case study. 

Chengdu is a city in the province of Sichuan in the People’s 
Republic of China with coordinates 30°39′25″N 104°03′58″E. 
It had 7.820.000 inhabitants in 2016 and is predicted to have 
10.104.000 inhabitants in 2030 which will classify Chengdu as a 
megacity. The Köppen-classification classifies Chengdu as Cwa, 
which means Chengdu classifies as a Mon soon-influenced humid 
subtropical climate, see Figure 4.

The city of Chengdu as a whole will not be realistic to model for 
verification of the daylight simulation tool (apart from the fact 
it is not very useful). Therefore, a specific case study near or in 
Chengdu had to be chosen. For this, additional criteria are needed 
to select a case study:
–   It should have the characteristics of a megacity;
–   It has to be manageable as a geometry;
–   The case study should represent a realistic project;
–   The case study should create solving challenges 

(e.g. dimension, shape, textures).

When searching for urban planning projects in or near Chengdu, 
‘Great City Chengdu Master Plan’ is one of the most challenging 
projects near the city, which meets the criteria as stated above. 
The objective is now adjusted to; design a daylight simulation and 
visualisation tool for architects and developers using ‘Great City 
Chengdu Master Plan’ by Adrian Smith + Gordon Gill as a case 
study.

Figure 4 Köppen-Geiger climate classification map,  

marked: Chengdu, China (1980-2016) (Beck et al., 2018)
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Objective
Design a daylight simulation and visualisation tool for architects 
and developers using ‘Great City Chengdu Master Plan’ by 
Adrian Smith + Gordon Gill as a case study.

‘Great City Chengdu master Plan’ was designed in 2012 (con-
struction has started) by Adrian Smith + Gordon Gill and it 
represents a model city which stands out because of its location 
and characteristics; on a circular plot with a diameter of 1,3 km it 
will house 80.000 people just outside the city borders of Chengdu, 
thus an expansion of the existing city. This model city is designed 
to be self-sustaining and environmentally sensitive, which means it 
will use 48% less energy, 58% less water, 89% less landfill waste 
and generate 60% less carbon dioxide than a development of 
similar population. This will be achieved by making any location 
in the city walkable within about 15 minutes which will result in 
fewer cars in the city. In addition, the project aims to conserve the 
existing farmland with over 60% of the site area for agriculture 
and space and the natural valleys and water will be integrated into 
the city. The urban planning will have the following ratios: 15% of 
the land will be planned as parks and landscaped space, 60% as 
construction and the remaining 25% will be used for infrastructure, 
see Figure 5 for an impression in top view.

Figure 5 Plan of the ‘Great City Chengdu Master Plan’ (Smith & Gill, 2012)
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The city can be divided into 5 main districts, see Figure 5; North, 
East, South, West and Centre. Each district has its own function, 
some focus on commercial use, while others mainly provide 
housing, see Figure 6. Characteristic is the silhouette – or skyline 
if you will –  of the city. Around the borders the buildings are on 
average around four times as low as the skyscrapers in the centre 
of the city. Adrian Smith and Gordon Gill refer to the city as a 
dense ‘vertical city’. In Figure 7 the approximated building heights 
are shown (calculated from the proportions of the diameter and 
the height of the buildings in the 3D representation of ‘Great City 
Chengdu Master Plan’). For average building heights per district, 
see Table 6.

Figure 6 3D representation of the distribution of functions in 

the ‘Great City Chengdu Master Plan’ (Smith & Gill, 2012)

Figure 7 Approximated building heights in ‘Great City Chengdu Master Plan’
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The impressions provided by Smith and Gill, imply that the facades 
in the city centre consist mainly of glass. However, impressions 
of the buildings on the border of the city also imply that the 
buildings consist of large amounts of glass panelling, see Figure 8. 
Furthermore, areas with parks (green network), infrastructure, the 
preserved valleys and water are highlighted in the land-use plans in 
the document (Smith & Gill, 2012), see Figure 9.

The ‘Great City Chengdu Master Plan’ meets the characteristics of a 
megacity (even though it does not have 10 million inhabitants), due 
to its high building heights (certainly in the centre), but moreover 
because of its high density of inhabitants and facilities. However, 
the model city is small enough (1,3 km in diameter) to be modelled 
and handled in a simulation programme. The fact that this project 
represents a model city, thus a city which will be built in several 
places in China, makes it an even more important city to research. 

Table 6 Average building heights in the model city 

‘Great City Chengdu Master Plan’ per district

Figure 9 Selections of land use plans of ‘Great City Chengdu Master Plan’: infrastructure, roads and parks (left), green network, parks and valleys (middle), 

civic facility (pink)/eco-park (purple)/parks (green)/subway and light-rail station (red) (right) (Smith & Gill, 2012)

Figure 8 Impressions of the centre district (left) and border (right) of ‘Great City Chengdu Master Plan’ (Smith & Gill, 2012)
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Although this city is objected to house 80 thousand people, if the 
model city will be seen as a great success it is not unlikely the city 
will be subjected to population growth and therefore densification 
of this city will be necessary. This makes it important to study what 
the effects in lighting conditions will be in case of densification.

�� Software

Before modelling a daylight simulation tool, the right simulation 
software should be chosen. The software should meet some 
requirements, such as: high compatibility with commonly used 
modelling software, easy understanding, possibility of using 
highly complex geometry and availability. Foremost, it should 
provide a reliable output. As mentioned in the introduction, 
there are several daylight simulation programs each with their 
own method. Examples of methods are; finite-element radiosity 
methods, ray tracing methods (backward ray-tracing, forward 
and bi-directional ray tracing, etcetera) (IEA SHC Task 21/
ECBCS (Annex 29)). Backward ray-tracing methods are good for 
producing photorealistic images of complex spaces and specular 
reflections. A method which makes it ideal for (day)light modelling. 
One of the most well-known software programs which use 
this backward ray-tracing method is RADIANCE developed by 
Lawrence Berkeley National Laboratory (LBNL). The high-quality 
output from the RADIANCE daylight simulation engine can be 
found in multiple simulation software programs. When it comes 
to highly complex (and freeform) geometry, NURBS (Non-Uniform 
Rational B-Spline), a mathematical model which provides the user 
with endless modelling possibilities, comes to mind. Software 
which uses this mathematical model is Rhinoceros (commonly 
referred to as Rhino), the version used for this study is Rhinoceros 
5. Rhino has a high compatibility with most modelling software. 
Together with the ‘Zoo server’ (where all extensions have animal 
names) it can make use of Grasshopper, a generative algorithm 
extension. Grasshopper is developed by David Rutten in 2007 and 
standard part of Rhinoceros 6 since February 2018 (McNeel, n.d.). 
Grasshopper is a free graphical algorithm editor which allows for 

Figure 10 Integration of Ladybug (left) and Honeybee (right) into Rhino and Grasshopper (Roudsari, 2014b, 2014a)
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multiple plug-ins (also mostly animal names) for multiple purposes, 
such as daylight simulation. Visual programming relieves the user 
from having to learn a new script language, it invites to programme 
more intuitively. It allows the user to import geometry modelled or 
imported in Rhino or parametrise geometry into Grasshopper. For 
daylight simulation Honeybee, Ladybug, EmbryoViz, Falsecolor2 
and TT Toolbox are recommended plug-ins. Honeybee connects 
the RADIANCE engine together with Daysim, OpenStudio, 
Therm+Window and EnergyPlus to the Grasshopper extension 
and Rhino modelling environment, see Figure 10 (Bazafkan, Pont 
& Mahdavi, 2019). 

The Honeybee plug-in specialises in daylight simulation, the 
Ladybug plug-in specialises in reading and analysing data and 
making them visual (e.g. sun path, wind rose, charts, etcetera. The 
EmbryoViz plug-in allows the user to see the generated image (GIF) 
directly on the Grasshopper canvas. Falsecolor2 is a plug-in which 
converts renderings into (iso-)coloured images which make it easy 
to read values from the image.
TT Toolbox plug-in allows the user to write the output values into 
Microsoft Office Excel. Considering the open source plug-ins, 
growing in number, the possibilities for simulation and visualisation 
are endless, which makes it together with Rhino a very strong and 
complete program.

Honeybee writes various text files for every aspect of a simulation. 
Think of: geometry, material properties and location. These files 
together generate data which then can be converted into readable 
graphs, figures or absolute values. The figures can be recalled 
directly from the directory (where also all these honeybee text files 
can be found) and used for other purposes, for example editing 
and presenting.
Absolute values can be represented directly onto the Grasshopper 
canvas or exported to Excel with TT Toolbox. Tables and graphs 
can then be further defined by the user in Excel as one would do 
normally.

For verification of the simulation tool (described further in this 
chapter) a different software program with a different daylight 
calculation method will be desired. DIALux Evo is such a program. 
It uses photon shooting instead of backward ray-tracing and is 
specialised in (day)light simulation (Witzel, 2012). The photon 
shooting calculation method meets the EN 12464-1 standards 
(similar to NEN-EN 12464-1 standard) but is different in its 
calculation principle compared to backward ray-tracing. Instead of 
tracing the photons from the eye onto the surfaces as in backwards 
ray-tracing, the photons are sent, diffusely passed, transmitted or 
absorbed from the visible surfaces. Then they are gathered onto 
the surfaces they affect and a density of the number of photons is 
made. The final outcome is depending on the number of photons 
and their energy. This creates a rough approximation to the 
distribution of light in reality.
The disadvantage of the photo shooting calculation method is that 
small surfaces could be missed and therefore not be taken into 
account (Witzel, 2012). Furthermore, Mangkuto (2016), adds that 
DIALux Evo shows inconsistency in the transmission of light and 
inaccuracies in daylighting scenes and external reflections.
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�� Description of verification process

Verification is defined as “evaluate a realised product and prove 
its compliance with engineering requirements. The intent is to 
determine whether the product that has been built satisfies those 
requirements for which it was built. The term verification also 
responds to the question: ‘Was the product built right?’” – (Shabi, 
Reich, & Diamant, 2017). 
Output of the baseline model (BM) without context will be 
compared to the output of the BM without context in the 
DIALux Evo software and the output of the BM in the ‘Great 
City Chengdu Master Plan’ context using the daylight simulation 
tool in Grasshopper. Verification of the simulation model will be 
done by executing various simulations with different predefined 
parameters. 

Verification
Was the product built right? – Shabi, Reich, & Diamant, 2017 

�� Baseline model geometry

In order to make the output comparable, a BM was created. The 
BM geometry is a cube with a square footprint of 25m x 25m with 
a height of 3m, see Figure 11. This depth of the room is set to 25m 
to be certain the illuminance in the middle of the room is (close to) 
zero. A horizontal surface is added in the middle of the room, with 
an offset 0,5m of the walls (thus with a dimension of 24m by 24m) 
to mimic task areas on 0,8m height (accordant to the NEN-EN 
12464-1 norm), see Figure 12. Now the glazing and environmental 
conditions can be determined, see Table 7 for the baseline model 
description.

The ‘season’ is set to summer for the sun to relatively have the 
highest irradiance. The season was determined by firstly analysing 
the weather file with Ladybug to determine in which month the 
most sun is to be expected (i.e. irradiance), that was July, see for 
the Ladybug weather file analysis Appendix A. To distribute the 
‘seasons’ evenly, the dates are three months apart (e.g. spring = 21 
April, autumn = 21 October and winter = 21 January).

Figure 11 3D representation of the baseline model geometry with dimensions
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The time is set to 15:00 hours (3PM) to be able to see any 
shadows forming in case of a CIE Clear or Intermediate Sky or 
Climate Based Sky in other comparative studies in this report. The 
glazing orientation is set to East and West to be able to compare 
the orientation already in one figure. It is considered not to have 
glazing in adjacent orientation (e.g., North & East, South & West) to 
prevent the light entering the building to influence the same corner 
which can locally cause higher values.

�� Test grid

Two test grids are defined. One test grid is generated parametrically 
from the dimensions of the floor, an indoor test grid with the same 
dimensions as the footprint of the building, in this case 25m x 25m 
at a height of 0,8m above the floor (i.e. task area). The purpose of 
this indoor test grid is to measure the amount of light at working 
height. The second test grid is generated from the ground surface 
and has a dimension of the footprint with an outward range of 10m, 
in this case this results in a surface of 45m x 45m, with a height of 
0,1m, these test grids can be found in Figure 13. The purpose of 
this second test grid is to determine the amount of sunlight which 
falls onto the surface. Note that this test grid will receive some 

(a)

(b)

Table 7 Description overview of the baseline model

Figure 12 Task area in geometry represented as surface, 

with h=0,8m (a) top view (b) side view

Table 8 Dimensions of test grids and number of grid points on outdoor and indoor test grids
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extra light as a result of the reflection of the materials of the test 
building. The number of test points is set according to the NEN-EN 
12464-1 standards for test grids, which states that for the length 
of an area of 25m a minimum of 12 grid points and for a length of 
an area of 50m a minimum of 17 grid points is needed (NEN-EN, 
2009). For the indoor test grid, more test points are defined to 
create a more accurate and readable mesh (i.e. 2500). In Table 8 
the dimensions and number of test points are listed.

�� Weather file

Weather files are a product of measurements conducted by 
weather stations and converted into simple text files which contain 
all possible yearly weather data (e.g., temperature, irradiation, 
humidity, wind velocity, and so on per hour). Weather files are 
free for download online (National Renewable Energy Laboratory, 
2019), however they are not all the same. They can be from 
different weather stations and therefore make use of different 
standards. The city of Chengdu has 2 downloadable weather files; 
a CSWD (Chinese Standard Weather Data) and SWERA (Solar and 
Wind Energy Resource Assessment). When taking a closer look at 
these weather files the difference between the amount of data 
stands out; the CSWD contains measurements of only one year, 
whereas the SWERA consists of measurements of multiple years. 
The latter is the best representation of typical Chengdu weather, 
since the most typical months per year are collected. This would 
make the SWERA file more reliable for simulation purposes. 

�� Variables

The variables that are tested using BM geometry, are: the glazing 
ratio, time, season, sky and glazing orientation. These variables are 
altered one by one, see Table 9. In Table 10 the parameters of 

Figure 13 Test points on test grid generated with Honeybee test grid 

component (a) outdoor test grid (b) indoor test grid

(a) (b)
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the variables are listed. The output will be shown in the chapter 
‘Verification Results’ and described in Chapter 6, ‘Discussion’. The 
generated skies in false colour are given in Appendix B.

�� Materials

For simulation, reflectance factors of several most widely used 
materials should be determined. If the materials provided are ready 
for simulation by default, the input time will be significantly lower 
than without. (The material properties can easily be changed by the 
user if required.) In Table 11 the reflectance factor for each material 
is listed with the corresponding literature reference. These factors 
are used for every simulation (also in DIALux Evo), consistently.

�� DIALux Evo

The baseline model will be replicated in the modeller of DIALux 
Evo, which means: location of the project (Chengdu), geometry, 
glazing ratio and orientation, materials and environmental effects 
are set according to the BM, defined in ‘Baseline model’. The BM 
geometry built in DIALux Evo is shown in Figure 14. Also, the same 
task area height (i.e. test grid) of 0,8m with 50 by 50 points, and the 
desired calculations will be set. However, DIALux Evo calculates 
with a wall thickness of minimum 0,1m and a window frame. This 
may be affecting the geometry and therefore the output, slightly. 
The geometry is therefore set as follows; dimensions of walls inside 
are 25m by 25m with a floor to ceiling height of 3m, dimensions 
of walls outside are 25,2m by 25,2m, width of windows inside the 
frame is 1,25m (this corresponds with the width of the glazing 

Table 9 Variance on baseline model and their calculation execution

Table 10 Parameters per variable for BM

Table 11 Assigned materials by default with reflectance factor and their reference
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ratio of 0,25), width of windows outside the frame is 1,35m with 
a height of 3m. The five windows are evenly distributed along 
the elevation by calculating the window positions by hand, see 
the position coordinates in Table 12. The reflection factors are as 
described in Table 11. Light scenes can be set up; 3 variables are 
considered: season, sky and time, see Table 13.
The global horizontal illuminance is calculated. In the chapter 
‘Verification Results’ the output will be shown and compared to the 
baseline model without context output in Chapter 6 ‘Discussion’.

Figure 14 3D representation of baseline model in DIALux Evo

Table 12 Y-position of windows based on 0,25 glazing ratio

Table 13 Light scenes in DIALux Evo with 3 variables, highlighted are the baseline models
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�� ‘The Great City Chengdu Master Plan’ 

The context geometry, in other words: the model of the city of 
The Great City Chengdu is modelled in Rhino with great care. 
However, the context model should not be treated as accurate 
reproduction of the real 3D model by Adrian Smith and Gordon 
Gill. Despite having contacted the firm to request drawings of the 
Master plan, the drawings were not sent. Therefore, the building 
heights had to be reproduced with hand calculations (based on 
proportions; since the diameter of the master plan was given, it 
was possible to calculate the heights from proportion) and the 
footprints were traced by importing the drawing from the PDF 
document provided online by Adrian Smith and Gordon Gill 
(Smith & Gill, 2012), see Figure 15 for the reproduced context 
geometry (note: shadows in the Rhino geometry model are 
randomised). The context has to be assigned their own material 
(see Table 11). The variable for this study will be ‘Time’, this 
means the time variable will be altered for every calculation. 
 
 

Since the BM is simulated under the CIE Overcast Sky, it is important 
that the variants are placed in such a place where the reflectances 
of road, vegetation, water and context will have an effect. The BM 
is located in two different locations, one very close to the context 
and road, the other directly along the water. The two locations of 
the BM are shown in Figure 16.Then the simulation tool is verified 

North

West

Skewed

South

Top

East

Figure 15 Context model ‘Great City Chengdu Master Plan’, all views
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by using two strategies; the BM is moved to another part in the 
context geometry (see Figure 16 for the second location of the 
BM) (1) and the BM differs in shape in order to prove that the user 
can simulate multiple building shapes to optimise building shape 
through step-by-step adjustments (2). This new shape has the same 
floor area of 625m2 and is shown in Figure 17, the corresponding 
test grid is shown in Figure 18. The location of this second building 
is shown in Figure 16.
Note; with the alteration of the location, only the district of the 
part where the BM was placed was simulated along. So, for location 
number 1 only the south district was simulated and for location 
number 2 only the west district. This reduces the simulation time.
Context, such as: roads, water and vegetation of the whole 
geometry model, was taken into consideration. Buildings of other 
districts can be assumed not to influence these two locations.

Figure 16 3D representation of the context with the position of the BM in location 1 (South district) on the left (time = 16:00) and  

BM in location 2 (West district) on the right (time = 16:00) - render created in Rhino with Chengdu location

Figure 17 Shape of the second variation model for verification in context

Figure 18 Test grid of the shape variation model for 

verification in context
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This chapter is fully dedicated to the description of the modelling 
process of the daylight simulation tool. The daylight simulation tool 
consists of two main steps: the urban analysis (radiation analysis) 
and the indoor daylight analysis (daylight factor, illuminance 
-annual-, luminance, glare). Firstly, modelling the simulation tool 
will be discussed per category, this will be done as a back and forth 
between modelling in Grasshopper and data based on literature 
on; geometry, materials, skies, simulation recipes, simulation 
parameters and output (visualisation). Figure 19 shows a schematic 
roadmap of the modelling tool. How to use this roadmap, depends 
on the amount of optimisation needed. This can be translated into 
four scenarios: there is an estimated location where a building will 
be placed (1), there is a specific location where a building will be 
placed (2), there is an estimated location where a specific building 
will be placed (3), or, there is a specific location where a specific 
building will be placed (4). These scenarios are schematically 
represented in Figure 19. 

The first scenario represents the most opportunities for opti mi-
sation; location, building geometry, orientation and materialisation. 
The second can be optimised for: building geometry, orientation 
and materialisation. The third needs optimisation for location, 
orientation and materialisation. The last scenario needs optimisation 
for orientation and materialisation. 

This chapter will act as a guide for the daylight simulation tool. In 
the first paragraph of this chapter Grasshopper components will 
be described, since they are based on several fixed rules. Then 
the urban daylight analysis will be explained and lastly, the indoor 
daylight simulations will be enlightened.
Note: all component names will be written in italic for readability.

�� General Grasshopper characteristics

To be able to understand how such a tool can be built, firstly 
some basic rules should be explained. There are a lot of standard 
procedures and instructions which will be easy to follow and 
execute when they are clear.

3. The daylight 
simulation 
tool
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�� Grasshopper user interface

In Figure 20 a print screen of the User Interface (UI) of Grasshopper 
is shown. The program tabs are shown in the red frame, here 
executions known from other programs can be found, such as: 
save, open, etc. The plug-in tabs are shown in the yellow frame, 
here the desired plug-in (i.e. Ladybug, Honeybee, etc.) can be 
selected and finally a component can be chosen (visible in blue 
frame). However, recalling a component can be executed easier. 
By double-clicking on the canvas (grey area) a command line will 
be visible in the place where the user clicked. Now the user can 
type the name of the desired component (suggestion will appear). 
In the magenta coloured frame some visibility options are shown. 
This regards the way the generated geometry should be shown 
(hidden, wireframe, red) and the quality of the mesh can be chosen 
here. Whilst constructing an analysis model, the most recent 
components are shown in the lower left corner (purple frame), so 
that the user can quickly drag and drop a component from here. 
Lastly, in the lower right corner a circle with an arrow and partially 
black circle is visible. The arrow, which acts as a compass, always 
points to the beginning of the canvas (upper left), the black ring 
around the circle indicates where there are components on the 
canvas. This way the user never gets lost, even when the model 
becomes very large.

�� Components

Almost all components have an input side (left side) and an output 
side (right side) with half circles on the sides of the component. 
The majority of components also consist of a logo (or textual 
description, this depends on the user setting). There are some 
exceptions, for example the Number Slider or the Boolean 
Toggle have only an output they also lack a logo, since they are 
designed to be as small as possible, this is visible in Figure 24. 
When hovering over the component with the cursor, information 
becomes visible as a floating pop-up, on both the component as 
a whole as well as for every in- or output line. It gives information 
on what the component does or what input is required or what 

Figure 20 User interface of Grasshopper
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output is generated. When double-clicking the component, the 
command opens a pop-up window, where information about 
the component developer is shown and the python script can be 
found (and edited!). The in- and output lines on a component can 
also be edited. When zooming in, small plus- and minus symbols 
appear near the lines, when clicking these plusses or minuses, a 
line can be added or deleted respectively, Figure 21. What should 
also be noted is the underscores which are found on every input 
line on the component. The position of the underscores tells 
something about the priority of the input. Is the underscore not 
located at the end of the line description, then it is obligated to 
provide this input in order for the component to function. Also the 
colour of the component is an important given. Is the component 
selected, it appears green (and also the corresponding output in 

Figure 21 runDaylightAnalysis component in Grasshopper Honeybee

Figure 22 Component colour possibilities
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Rhino appears green under the condition that the preview of that 
component is on). If the component is orange, it means that an 
error has occurred. This will be accompanied with a little orange 
balloon where the error is enlightened. A red coloured component 
means that one of the inputs is incorrect, also a red balloon will 
appear with a description of the error. This is shown in Figure 22. 
Note: the version of a component (visible as a darker coloured tab 
under the component) is only visible if the solver is not locked.

�� Connecting components

The output and input of components are connected through lines 
which come in several varieties. Lines can be solid grey, solid 
coloured, striped, faint or hidden. If a line is solid grey, then it is a 
simple link with one value. If a line is grey but striped, it contains 
multiple values. A coloured line means it connects from or to a 
component with an error. Lastly, faint or hidden lines. These lines 
have the same functionality as a solid grey line, however the user 
could prefer making some lines less visible or not visible at all to 
enhance readability of the model. 
Hidden lines are distinguishable by the small circular markings near 
a connection point as seen in the top left of Figure 23, however 
they become visible when clicking on the component which is 
linked with such a hidden line. Creating lines between components 

Figure 23 Various line types
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is done by clicking an output connection point and dragging it to 
an input connection point. To remove a line CTRL should be held 
whilst dragging the line from output to input (or the other way 
around). To move a line to another in- or outlet, it is required to 
hold CTRL+SHIFT whilst clicking and dragging to the correct in- or 
outlet. To add an extra line into an already connected in- or outlet, 
hold SHIFT.

�� Urban daylight analysis (radiation analysis) in Grasshopper

The urban daylight analysis focusses on the amount of radiation 
(the simulation calculates the Global Horizontal Irradiance, or GHI, 
which is a result of Direct Normal Irradiance, DNI, and Diffuse 
Horizontal Irradiance, DHI, times the cosine of the zenith angle) 
received by a surface during a whole year. This surface can either 
be a ground surface under the area of interest with or without 
a context, or, building facades on the building(s) of interest with 
or without context (but could also be used for surfaces which 
represent solar panels for example). Two scenarios are described 
here: there is an estimated location where a building will be placed 
(scenario 1), and, there is an estimated location and a specific 
building (scenario 3). Scenario 3 can be split up into two questions; 
“Which place receives most radiation?” and “What orientation is 
optimal for this design?”. For scenario 1 only the first question 
applies, since the building will be parametrically designed in the 
next simulation.

The amount of radiation is calculated with the radiationAnalysis 
component. This component needs the following input: the 
geometry of interest, the context geometry, the grid size of the 
calculation, the distance from the ground, a sky and a calculation 
period. The geometry of interest can be assigned as follows: first 
the geometry is defined in Rhino (for scenario 1 this is a plane 
which has the size of the area of interest with the context, and 
for scenario 3 this is also the building of interest), select the plane 
or building in Rhino, insert the boundary representation (Brep) 
component in Grasshopper, right click, and choose ‘Set one Brep’. 
The context geometry is set by selecting the context which will 
affect the surface of interest in Rhino, insert the Brep component 
in Grasshopper, right click, and choose ‘Set Multiple Breps’. The 
gridsize is set to 10m in the Number Slider for this calculation, 
since the area of interest is large (a smaller gridsize takes more 
time to calculate) and none of the buildings has a smaller footprint 
than 10m (having a smaller footprint than gridsize would not give 
meaningful results). The distance from the ground is also set with 
a Number Slider to 1cm, this is to ensure the test points are on 
the right side of the surface. The sky and calculation period are 
provided as a result of two components: genCumulativeSkyMtx and 
selectSkyMtx. genCumulativeSkyMtx provides an output where 
the radiation for each hour of the year is calculated from a weather 
file input (.EPW file) , in this case, a SWERA file for Chengdu, China. 
The component has to be activated with a Toggle set to ‘True’. The 
output can then be connected to selectSkyMtx, this will generate 
a specific sky matrix for a period of time (in this study a year, this 
is default). Finally, it is advised to run the simulation parallel (thus, 
using more CPU) and activate the simulation with the Toggle set to 
‘True’. This will run the simulation. When the simulation is complete, 
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the results are shown as a mesh on the surface(s) of interest and 
with a Panel absolute values can be read in Grasshopper. The script 
for the radiation analysis is shown in Figure 24.

However, the question “Which place receives most radiation?” 
remains unanswered, since only the total annual radiation for the 
estimated area is calculated. To determine the place in more detail, 
the radiation results need to be defined further.

From the radiationAnalysis component all absolute radiation result 
values per point can be visualised in the Panel. To determine the 
highest values from the output, the values have to be sorted, 
this can be done with the Sort component. Sort needs the 
‘radiationResult’ output and the ‘testPts’ output. All values will 
now be sorted from 0-max from top to bottom respectively. In 
order to visualise the highest values to the original test points, a 
couple of steps are needed. Firstly, the points with the highest 
values from the sorted list are selected, this is done with Item. The 
sorted absolute values and the corresponding points (with Number 
Slider) are selected. In this case six points are selected. In order to 
make them visible in Rhino, the points are connected to the Sph 
(sphere) component and then in Preview previewed as vivid green 
with the Swatch component, see Figure 25. The spheres are set 
with a radius of 12m with the Number Slider to ensure none of the 
locations of choice are too close to each other (the base model has 
a depth of 25m). The locations with the highest radiation results for 
a time period of a year can now easily be determined and chosen 
for further research.

To answer the second question “What orientation is optimal for 
this design?”, an extra component is needed for the first part of the 
radiation analysis, namely: orientationStudyPar. The component 
needs a division angle (the angle of rotation), the total angle (sum 

Figure 24 Annual radiation analysis to determine the total radiation per year

Figure 25 Defining the annual radiation analysis to find specific location with most annual radiation
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of rotation angles, thus the amount of rotations, the more rotations 
the more time the simulation takes), the base point of this rotation 
is set to the centre of the geometry (this is default). This component 
can even rotate the context along for urban radiation optimisation. 
To run the component a Toggle set to ‘True’ is needed. The result of 
this component is then put into the radiationAnalysis component. 
The panel then displays the absolute values of the total radiation 
per facade of the building represented by the vertical surfaces 
(based on orientation), see Figure 26

The result will be displayed in the Rhino viewport. The original 
orientation will be in wireframe, the optimal orientation will be 
covered with a coloured mesh representing the absolute radiation 
values.

Now the locations which receive most radiation and the optimal 
orientation of the existing building are determined. The specific 
locations can now be used as centre point for a parametrically 
designed building and the specific building can now be analysed in 
the indoor daylight simulation.

�� Indoor daylight simulation in Grasshopper

The daylight simulation tool consists of the following steps: 
geometry, test grid, materialisation, sky, RAD parameters, simulation 
recipes and visualisation. The tool will be explained step-by-step.

�� Geometry

Before proceeding to the parametric construction of the building, 
firstly the six points derived from the radiation analysis have to 
be translated into centre points of the building’s footprint. The six 
points can be switched with the Number Slider (left). The points 
are translated back to the ground floor (from 0.01m) with the Move 
component. The buildings’ foot print is set to square by default, a 
study by Dogan, Reinhart & Michalatos (2012) proved this is the 
best shape for daylight analysis. Then, the length (and thus width) 
of the building can be set, in this case 25m. This will also be used 
to determine the origin point of the plane. With Devision the point 
is translated half of its length in x and y direction to create the 
origin of the plane constructed with Pl. This plane will also form 
the basis for the test grids, which will be explained further in the 

Figure 26 Script for finding the optimal orientation for a specific building
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chapter. In order to create the footprint the Rectangle component 
is used. The floor height (according to the Chinese building code 
the ideal floor height lies between 2.4m and 2.8m for residential 
buildings (MIT Building Technology Group, 2000)) is set by double 
clicking the Panel and typing the required floor height, this number 
will be combined with the ‘@’ symbol with Concat (this is necessary 
for the Split2Floors component to create an infinite list of floor 
heights, with the value as typed in the panel). 
Also, the number of floors can be set in order to create the building 
height. The plane together with the height creates a box with 
the Box component. This forms the basis geometry for further 
adjustment, see Figure 27. 

Geometry in Grasshopper can also be imported and assigned 
from Rhino as boundary representation (Brep), in Figure 27 this is 
represented by ‘Set complex Geo’ (a named Brep). Note that this 
geometry should be moved to the correct origin point from the 
radiation analysis.

From the parametrically formed plane, an indoor desk area is 
formed which is now ready for assigning materials, Figure 28.

The next phase proceeds in Figure 29. The Split2Floors component 
divides a Brep into several masses with the set floor height. The 
component will run when set to ‘True’ with the Toggle. With 
Mass2Zone the floors are turned into HBzones (HoneyBee zones) 
to be able to assign surface properties. Since the simulation will 
not be calculating energy loads, the rooms will not be set as 
‘Conditioned’. The HBzones will then undergo an adjacency solving 
with solveAdjc, this component makes sure that adjacent surfaces 
are distinguished based on their vector properties (e.g. the ceilings 
and floors are distinguished).
Now the glazing can be added with glazingCreator, the glazing 
is defined as a ratio relative to the wall in a single or in multiple 
cardinal direction(s). 
These parameters are set before forming the geometry, see Figure 
30. The parameters provide pre-sets (according to BM), to speed 
up the simulation time. These pre-sets are input for glzParamList, 
this will output a HBObjWGLZ (HoneyBee Object With GLaZing). 
The geometry can now be ‘decomposed’ with decomposeByType 
into several surfaces (e.g. ground floor, ceiling, etc.). This is also 
the place to check whether all surfaces are corresponding to their 
type with Preview, see Figure 29. The surfaces are now ready for 
assigning the materials.

Figure 27 From point to footprint to building outlines - parametric modelling in Grasshopper

Figure 28 Parametrically defined indoor surface for task area 

test grid from test geometry footprint
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Figure 29 Adding glazing to test geometry and preparing geometry for calculation

Figure 30 Assigning parameters for geometry
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For the context (Great City Chengdu Master Plan BM) the geometry 
will be imported from Rhino as several Breps, see Figure 31. The 
geometry is selected in Rhino and then assigned by right clicking 
onto the Brep and choosing ‘Set one Brep’ or ‘Set Multiple Breps’. 
These Breps in combination with their corresponding materials 
will then be converted into HBSurfaces. More on that later in this 
chapter.

�� Test grids

After decomposing the test geometry, the surfaces can be formed 
as test grids. However, sometimes it may happen the test grids 
appear on the wrong (i.e. opposite) side of the surface, this is due 
to a flipped surface normal (e.g. a ceiling instead of floor). This 
surface normal can easily be flipped with Flip to form the correct 
surface normal and therefore test grids, see Figure 32. From the 
dimensions of the ground floor of the test geometry, two surfaces 
are constructed; an outdoor ground surface and an indoor task 
area surface, these surfaces will be used to generate the test grids, 
see Figure 34 and Figure 35. The outdoor surface is created by 
offsetting the footprint 20m with Addition, the base plane is then 
centred by creating a translation with Move after some simple 
math modification, Figure 33. This output is then modified with 
SDiff, this is done so that the ground surface is outdoors only, thus 
without the buildings footprint, see Figure 34. With genTestPts the 
surface is turned into an outdoor test grid with the corresponding 
grid size and distance from base surface. 

After decomposing the geometry (Figure 29) the (ground)floors are 
all put into the Item Selector. This allows the user to choose which 
floor to simulate, i.e. which floor to translate into a test grid.

Figure 31 Assigning context geometry

Figure 32 Flipping surface normal after decomposing

Figure 33 Parametrically defined outdoor surface for outdoor test grid from test geometry footprint
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�� Materials

Honeybee provides the possibility to build your own material 
with several components where reflectance or transmittance 
is determined. The difference between these components is 
depending on the kind of material which should be specified; opaque 
material for non-translucent materials radOpaqueMaterial, glass 
material for transparent/translucent materials radGlassMaterial, 
mirror materials for reflective materials radMirrorMaterial, metal 
materials for reflective radMetalMaterial. All these materials can 
also be specified by colour, see Figure 36. The materials need a 
name and the correct reflectance or colour have to be assigned, 
with a Panel the reflectance can be checked. These materials are 
then assigned to their corresponding geometry (this was shown 
in Figure 31 for the context geometry). In Table 11 (found in the 
previous chapter, methodology) the materials with their advised 
reflectance factors and classification were listed.

�� Skies

Honeybee can generate 8 different skies; CIE Clear Sky, 
CIE Intermediate Sky, CIE Overcast Sky, CIE Uniform Sky, 
Clear Sky without sun, Intermediate Sky without sun (all with 
genStandardCIESky), Climate Based Sky (with genClimateBasedSky) 
and 1000lux Sky (automatically with the DF recipe). 1000lux Sky is 
generated automatically when executing a daylight factor simulation, 
this is because the daylight factor is a ratio or percentage of the 
illuminance outside compared to the illuminance inside, therefore it 
is not important how much lux the sky emits. The sky components 
also require a weather file, and an hour, day and month on which 
the calculation should be based, see Figure 37. The CIE Clear 
Sky, CIE Intermediate Sky and Climate Based Sky change when 

Figure 31 Assigning context geometry

Figure 34 Creating outdoor test grid from ground plane

Figure 35 Creating indoor task area grid points from defined test surfaces
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the hour, day or month are altered, the yellow colouration as seen 
in the figures in Table 14, will shift. The watchTheSky component 
calculates the global horizontal irradiance from the weather file 
based on the chosen sky and creates a HDR image to visualise the 
luminance of the sky in false colour. See Table 14 below to notice 
the difference in luminances between the mostly used skies. All 
eight skies are described in the Glossary, all generated skies with 
the daylight simulation model can be found in Appendix B. The sky 
can now be connected to the analysis recipe.

�� Simulation parameters

The quality of the simulation is defined by the ‘RAD parameters’, 
applied with the eponymous component. These are to be 

Figure 36 Various components for different material properties

Table 14 Luminances of most used skies in false colour, generated sky on 21 July 15:00

CIE Clear Sky CIE Intermediate Sky CIE Overcast Sky CIE Uniform Sky Climate Based Sky
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considered as rendering options. The better the RAD parameters 
(according the ‘accur’ or ‘max’ columns), the more reliable is the 
output, however, this also means that the simulation takes longer to 
calculate. Table 15 below shows an overview of the minimal (min), 
fast, recommended (accur) and maximal (max) settings for ‘RAD 
parameters’ (RADsite, n.d.). The recommended settings will give a 
reasonably accurate rendering, see Figure 38. The parameters are 
described in the Glossary. 

�� Simulation recipes

The meaning behind simulation recipes is not more than: “What 
calculation do I want to execute?”. There are several recipes; DF 
(daylightFactorSimulation), ANN (annualDaylightSimulation), GRD 
(gridBasedSimulation) and IMG (imageBasedSimulation) recipes, 
see Figure 39. The grid-based recipe can calculate luminance or 

Table 15 Overview of possible combination for RAD parameters (RADsite, n.d.)

Figure 37 Components for generating skies 

with Honeybee

Figure 38 Component for RAD parameter definition with Honeybee
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illuminance for daylight simulations. The image-based recipe can 
calculate the glare (with a fisheye camera) and luminance. The DF 
recipe calculates the DF - naturally. And lastly the annual simulation 
only calculates the illuminance. Important here is the setting of 
the sky. It is crucial to use the correct sky with the corresponding 
calculation. The DF is automatically calculated with a CIE Overcast 
Sky, but the GRD and IMG defaults are insufficient and need to be 
set to the right sky accordingly, the ANN recipe reads data straight 
from the .EPW file, see Table 16. If desired (the default setting is set 
to the minimal parameter input), the RAD parameter, as described 
in the previous paragraph, can be connected to the recipe. The 
test grids are connected to the analysis recipes to provide the test 
points with the corresponding vectors. Also a working directory 
needs to be set. The recipe is now ready to be connected to the 
simulation component (runDaylightAnalysis, Figure 40) and to 
simulate the results. This can be done by setting ‘write RAD’ and 
‘run RAD’ to ‘True’ with a BooleanToggle. The panels on the right 
of the simulation component will show the status of the simulation 
and some absolute values, simulation types and simulation units. 
All information now can be analysed in the visualisation part of the 
tool. Every analysis type has its own optimum way of visualisation.

�� Visualisation

When the simulation is successful there will be a folder added 
in the ‘working directory’ as stated in the simulation component. 
Here the simulation recipes will be shown as separate folders 
(e.g. annualSimulation, DF) which can be read out one by one in 
Grasshopper with readRADResults. From here can be chosen to 
create a mesh from the test points with Ladybug (illuminance, DF), 
visualise renders with EmbryoViz (glare, luminance) and/or write an 
excel file with TT Toolbox for further analysis, see Figure 41.

Figure 41 shows a combination of components for creating coloured 
meshes for illuminances on the defined test grids and a component 
to save the absolute values to Microsoft Excel. Coloured meshes 
provide quick and intuitive readability of the values, however, 
beware of the value range, since comparing coloured meshes with 
different ranges can be deceiving. Exporting absolute values to 
Excel creates flexibility in how to process and visualise the values.

To recall the values from the simulation, analysisType, resultFiles 
and testPts are connected to readRADresults from the 
runDaylightAnalysis component. This component converts the 
simulation output into readable values. From here two approaches 

Figure 39 Analysis recipe components in Honeybee

Table 16 Overview of settings for analysis recipes for different calculations with Honeybee
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are possible: showing all points in the test grid with their values 
in automatically assigned colours (1) or creating mesh graphs 
where the upper and lower limits can be defined in automatically 
assigned colours (2). readRADresults provides the values with their 
test points to the first and second approach. The values output is 
connected to several components: Bnd, WriteXL, Gradient, Tag and 
reColorMesh. Bnd creates a numeric domain from a list of values, 
this component is connected to DeDomain deconstructs the 
domain, so that the top and bottom extremes of the domain can 
be determined and organised. The output of the readRADresults 
and DeDomain are then connected to Gradient to give the domain 
parts if you will a specific colour matching their value. Lastly, 
Preview is used to preview these values. The Gradient provides the 
right colours for the values (S) and the corresponding structure of 
the test grid is input for the geometry slot.

The second approach is the mesh graph, these will be provided 
with the values printed near the corresponding test points. The 
values output of the readRADresults and the points output of the 
importPts are connected to the Tag component. Together with the 
font size - defined with a Number Slider -, colour - defined with 
Swatch - and justification - Number Slider - of the text (relative 
to the test point), Tag ‘prints’ the values near the corresponding 
test points on the test grid. The coloured mesh is created with 
reColorMesh. The output of the readRADresults are provided as 
input, also a mesh ‘base’, analysisTitle, legendTitle and some legend 
parameters are needed. The mesh base is generated automatically 
from the test grid and is an output of the same component. The 
analysis title and legend title are generated automatically from the 
various inputs in the model (this will be explained at the end of this 
paragraph), such as: analysis type, glazing ratio and so on. For the 
legend parameters another component is necessary: legendPar. 

Figure 40 Daylight simulation component in Honeybee
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Here the upper and lower boundaries legend can be determined 
(based on norms, standards or specific requirements), the number 
of decimal places and the location of the legend. The latter is 
generated automatically as well (this will be explained later in this 
paragraph).

Figure 42 Components for visualising glare and luminance GIF files directly into Honeybee

Figure 41 Components for creation of text tags and mesh on test grids and export absolute values to Microsoft Excel
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In order to be able to export absolute values, the values output 
from readRADresults are connected to the WO (write options) 
component. Here options such as overwriting values, saving and 
closing the file can be controlled by Boolean Toggles. These options 
are then finally put into WriteXL where the Excel file will be written 
when choosing ‘True’ on the Boolean Toggle. This component also 
allows the user to adjust the Excel file beforehand in terms of rows 
and columns, which will make further analysis in Excel a smoother 
process. It is advised to connect the output to a Panel to be able to 
control whether writing the file was successful. 

Figure 42 shows the visualisation of the glare and luminance 
analysis. Directly from the runDaylightAnalysis component 
resultFiles are connected to the glareAnalysis and FalseColor 
components. glareAnalysis provides three outputs; absolute DGP 
(daylight glare probability) and DGI (daylight glare index) values 
and it analyses the provided HDR file. The outputs of DGP and 
DGI are connected to two Panels to view the absolute values 
real time. With the HDR > GIF component the HDR file can be 
converted into a GIF image, this GIF can be found in the working 
directory and opened there (automatically with default browser). 
However, with Image it is possible to view the GIF directly onto the 
Grasshopper canvas. With a Number Slider the image viewer can 
be scaled smaller (input < 1) or larger.
FalseColor converts the HDR file to false colour. This makes it 
easier for the user to read and interpret the output. The process 
of previewing the image directly onto Grasshopper canvas is the 
same procedure as described above.

In Figure 43 the construction for visualising the sky can be found. In 
some cases it can be useful to render the sky, for example for revising 
the sky input, better understanding of the generated output or for 
use in a presentation for a client. Component watchTheSky uses 
the output from the component genStandardCIESky. watchTheSky 
provides a HDRImagePath after activating the component with 
the BooleanToggle. The HDRImagePath can be connected to 
the FalseColor component. After connecting the output to HDR 
> GIF the sky luminance can be seen on canvas with the Image 
component (similar as in the procedure above).

Figure 43 Components for visualising the generated sky
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As mentioned earlier in this paragraph, the analysis title (therefore 
simulation settings), legend title and legend location are 
generated automatically. The script is visualised in Figure 45. With 
readAllTheDSHourlyResults, testPts and resultFiles are read directly 
from runDaylightAnalysis. The output is composed of a couple of 
similar variants, however since this model does not use dynamic 
shading the output iIllumLevelsNoDynamicSHD is chosen. These 
values are used as input for 3DChart. This component works in a 
similar manner to the reColorMesh component as seen in Figure 
41, but instead of producing coloured meshes it creates coloured 
charts. By scaling the z-axis (= height) to ‘0’, the chart becomes 
2D. With the legend constraints provided by legendPar, the user 
can interpret when the building receives enough daylight for the 
required illuminance levels. Condition is that the lower and upper 
boundaries provided in legendPar are the minimum and maximum 
desired illuminance levels, Figure 44.

In order to provide the Daylight Simulation Tool user as many defaults 
as possible, some processes are automated. So are the mesh bases, 
analysis title and legend title generated automatically from other 
input, see Figure 45. These combinations of components do not 
require any input from the user. The file name (and control name) is 
generated with the script as shown in Figure 45a. Simulation type, 
month, hour, glazing ratio, glazing orientation and camera type are 
all taken from the Number Sliders in the parameter setting section. 
The outputs of the Number Sliders are then subject to Expression. 
This component can create an output on the basis of the input 
and its condition. So, for example: SimType has two options; 
illuminance and luminance. The option ‘illuminance’ is provided 
when the Number Slider is set to ‘0’. Expression has been given 
the condition: ‘if x=0, the output should be illuminance, but if x≠0, 
the output should be luminance’. The same principle goes for the 
other inputs. When the expression consists only of double quotes, 
it leaves the output empty. A file name would however not be 
very readable if it would only consist of numbers, since sometimes 
the same numbers are used for other conditions. Therefore, the 
representation of the numbers is printed along. This is executed 
with Concat (concatenate, i.e. ampersand). Concat combines 
inputs in top to bottom order. Thus, for the upper Concat in Figure 
45a, the output will be ‘SimType_Illuminance-’. All the smaller 
Concat outputs are then combined into one large file name, which 
represents exactly all the inputs the user has defined for his model.

Figure 45b is based on the same principle. Input slot A and C are 
connected to the analysis type and unit respectively. Together 
with the brackets it forms the legend for the mesh. An example: 
Illuminance [lux].

Figure 44 Components for visualising annual analysis
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The last series of components is created to enhance the readability 
of the meshes which are created, see Figure 45c. By default the 
meshes are created with the legend right beside it, however, since 
both test grids (indoor and outdoor) are simulated, the legends 
need to be moved so that both are readable. From the rectangle 
formed in the geometry section of the Daylight Simulation Tool, 
surface points are created with SrfPt. The points are listed in the 
Panel, this makes it easy to see which point should be selected with 
Item for further adjustment. A point is selected with the Number 
Slider. Since it is desired for the point to move to the right, the 
point should be translated in the positive direction of the x-axis. 
This is executed with the component Move. The point will be the 

Figure 45 Components for automatic generation of file name (a), legend title (b) and mesh legend base point (c)

(a)

(b)  (c)
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‘geometry’ to move and the translation is defined by a vector with 
Vec. A Number Slider can then be used to define the nature of the 
movement, in this case to the right, so a positive vector for x. Since 
the whole document is written in meters (which should always be 
the case when working with Honeybee), the translation will be in 
the same units.
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In this chapter the illuminance outputs will be compared per 
calculation to verify for this daylight simulation tool. In order to 
monitor whether the model provides expected results, verification 
on various models for various parameters for various variables will 
be executed. Models include: BM without context, BM without 
context in DIALux Evo and BM with context. Variables include: 
glazing ratio, glazing orientation, season, sky and time. These have 
been studied for the illuminance.

�� Honeybee baseline model without context

Illuminance - Glazing ratio
The daylight simulation tool provides mesh graphs and absolute 
values for the illuminance variable. In Figure 46 the mesh graphs of 
the minimum and maximum glazing ratios are shown, the remaining 
mesh graphs can be found in Figure 74 in Appendix C. From the 
mesh patterns in it is visible that with increasing glazing ratio, the 
value indoor increases as well. Also, the outdoor mesh changes; 
the higher the glazing ratio, the lower the value around the building 
envelope.

The graph on the left in Figure 47 shows that the outdoor global 
horizontal illuminance values found on second test grids are quite 
stable. On the other hand, the indoor illuminance values found on 
first test grids are increasing rapidly with an increasing glazing ratio 
(Note: logarithmic scale!). However, there is little variation in the 

4. Verification 
results
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Figure 46 Two illuminance mesh graphs with minimal and maximal glazing ratios
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indoor maximum value from a glazing ratio of 0,5 upwards. The 
uniformity in the tables under the graphs for both outdoor and 
indoor show little variation.

Illuminance - Glazing orientation
From the mesh graphs in Figure 75 in Appendix C, it is clear that 
the outdoor daylight is very constant. However, with windows on 
adjacent facades, the indoor corners seem to have a higher value.

Again, here the outdoor graph on the left of Figure 48 shows a 
fairly constant illuminance for minimal, maximal and average 

Figure 47 Graphs where the glazing ratio variable is altered, compared to the BM for outdoor (left) and indoor (right) 

with their uniformity. Highlighted in the figure are the values of the BM
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Figure 48 Graphs where the glazing orientation variable is altered, compared to the BM for outdoor (left) and indoor (right) 

with their uniformity. Highlighted in the figure are the values of the BM
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values. The indoor values show that with increasing number of facades with 
windows, the average illuminance in the room increases accordingly. The 
average indoor illuminance is seemingly directly related to the number of 
glazed facades. As was the case with the uniformity for the variable glazing 
ratio, the uniformity for the glazing orientation for both indoor and outdoor 
is constant.

Illuminance - Sky
In these meshes, Figure 77 in Appendix C, it is not even possible to find 
a common high- or lowbound value for comparison, since the luminance 
intensity values of the sky differ too much. The skies with sun show a 
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Figure 49 Graphs where the season variable is altered, compared to the BM for outdoor (left) and indoor (right) 

with their uniformity. Highlighted in the figure are the values of the BM

Figure 50 Graphs where the sky variable is altered, compared to the BM for outdoor (left) and indoor (right) 

with their uniformity. Highlighted in the figure are the values of the BM
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different pattern in the mesh, which indicate the forming of shadows, unlike 
the CIE uniform sky.

From the graph in Figure 50 can be seen that the values are highest for skies 
with sun and lowest for skies with clouds. The minimum value of the CIE 
Clear Sky in the graph with the outdoor values differs from the pattern of 
the rest of the point in the graph. The pattern in the graph with the indoor 
values on the other hand, do match. The uniformity for the sky variable, both 
outdoor and indoor, is nearly constant.

�� Honeybee baseline model without context compared to 
baseline model without context in DIALux Evo
 
The graphs presented in this subchapter regard the indoor absolute 
illuminance values. The variables season, sky and time are considered for 
verification. In Appendix D the illuminance images produced by Honeybee 
and DIALux Evo are enclosed for comparison per variable. In the comparison 
the error percentage (EP) will be provided as well, where the DIALux Evo 
values are interpreted as the ‘real’ value, since this program has been 
validated (Mangkuto, 2016).

Illuminance - Season
Despite the values being different between Honeybee and DIALux Evo for all 
the graphs (min, max, avg), the slopes of the lines in the graphs in Figure 52 
are similar in the season variable comparison. Summer generates the highest 
values and winter the lowest, these extremes are most valuable to compare. 
The average values for these extremes are around 50 lux (EP = 21%) and 
30 lux (EP = 20%) apart respectively, where DIALux produces consistently 
higher illuminances. The pattern of the lines in the graphs is similar for both 
programs. The uniformity for the time variable, for both programs, is nearly 
constant, but in different values.

The horizontal illuminance is (among others) provided as a mesh graph in 
both programs, the output for the parameter spring is shown in Figure 53. 
In Figure 79 in Appendix D all the mesh graphs are shown for the season 

Figure 51 Graphs where the time variable is altered, compared to the BM for outdoor (left) and indoor (right) 

with their uniformity. Highlighted in the figure are the values of the BM
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variable. The mesh graphs differ mostly in the fact that the mesh is created 
via interpolation in DIALux Evo, whereas the mesh in Honeybee is produced 
as a resolution. The fewer test points, the lower the resolution of the mesh. 
Nonetheless, the mesh output generally looks similar.

Illuminance - Sky
DIALux Evo generates significantly fewer skies than Honeybee, which is why 
the number of points in all graphs in Figure 54 are less for DIALux than for 
Honeybee. For this variable the CIE Clear Sky and CIE Overcast Sky are most 
interesting to compare, since they represent the extremes. For the average 
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Figure 52 Graphs where the season variable is altered, compared to the baseline model for minimal (top left), maximal (top right), average (bottom left) 

and uniformity (bottom right) values. Highlighted in the figure are the values of the baseline model

Figure 53 Two illuminance mesh graphs, BM without context in Honeybee and DIALux Evo for the season variable - spring
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values of the CIE Clear Sky both programs are 200 lux apart (EP = 25%), 
whereas for the average values of the CIE Overcast Sky both programs are 
less than 50 lux apart (EP = 20%). DIALux shows higher absolute values 
throughout all outputs. What is however standing out, is that the slopes 
of all graphs (min, max, avg, U0) for both programs are very different. The 
uniformity of the DIALux output is also fairly inconstant. 

In Figure 80 in Appendix D all the mesh graphs are shown for the sky 
variable, there are three mesh graphs to compare due to the limited DIALux 
Evo output. The differences here are harder to see, because the legends have 
a different distribution and the resolution of the meshes differ. However, it 
can be assumed that the HB mesh shows the shape of the window on the 
left side of the graph, just like in the DIALux Evo mesh graph. Interpretation 
of the graph shows without a doubt that the sun (15:00) shines in from the 
left (= West) side of the building.

Illuminance - Time
Similar to the season comparison graphs, the time graphs in Figure 55 show 
different absolute values, but matching graph slopes. The highest min, max 
and avg values are around noon (13:00). When comparing the hours 8:00, 
13:00 and 18:00 (extremes), the graphs with the average values show a 
difference of 25 lux (EP = 25%), 60 lux (EP = 23%) and 25 lux (EP = 20%), 
respectively. The graphs show a strong symmetry with a symmetry line on 
the 13:00 time line. The uniformity of both Honeybee and DIALux output is 
constant.

In Figure 81 in Appendix D all the mesh graphs are shown for the time variable. 
The DIALux Evo meshes show the light coming in deeper in the room at the 
start and at the end of the day (better distribution), however approaching 
noon, the illuminances are highest. This applies for the Honeybee meshes 
as well.

Figure 54 Graphs where the sky variable is altered, compared to the baseline model for minimal (top left), maximal (top right),  

average (bottom left) and uniformity  (bottom right) values. Highlighted in the figure are the values of the baseline model
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�� Honeybee baseline model with context

The results provided here are all considering the outdoor, indoor, and 
uniformity levels of the baseline model placed in the context under a CIE 
Overcast Sky. Variant 1 is the baseline model in location 1 (Figure 16) in the 
context (south district simulation only), Variant 2 (Figure 16) is the baseline 
model in location 2 in the context (west district simulation only) and Variant 
3 is a L-shaped variant (Figure 17) on the baseline model placed in location 1 
(south district simulation only). Four tables are provided, with graphs of min, 
max, avg and uniformity (tables) respectively. In the comparison the value 
difference will be provided as well, where the ‘BM without context’-values 
are interpreted as the ‘real’ value. The percentages in the tables are rounded 
to two significants. The vertical rectangle over the graphs indicates the BM. 

Illuminance - Time
Since the average values are most crucial for verification, both graphs and 
tables for minimum and maximum values are provided in Appendix E. The 
graphs with average illuminance values and uniformity are found below this 
paragraph, in Figure 56. 
The least percentage difference in average outdoor illuminance value is 
found in Variant 2 and 3 (11%). The biggest absolute difference is found in 
the values with time = 13:00 (although second lowest percentage values) 
and the least absolute difference is found in the 8:00 and 18:00 values. For 
the indoor average values the latter also applies. The biggest percentual 
difference here however is found for Variant 1 and 2 at time = 18:00.

The lowest percentage differences of all, are found in the maximum values. 
The percentage difference is even 0 at time = 8:00 and 18:00. The highest 
percentage differences of all, are found in the average values. The highest 
values are 40% for the indoor illuminance levels at time = 18:00. These 
percentages can be found in Table 17.

Figure 55 Graphs where the time variable is altered, compared to the baseline model for minimal (top left), maximal (top right),  

average (bottom left) and uniformity  (bottom right) values. Highlighted in the figure are the values of the baseline model
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Figure 56 Graphs of outdoor and indoor absolute illuminance values for the three variants in context, avg - time variable
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Figure 57 Uniformity of outdoor and indoor absolute illuminance values for the three variants in context, time variable

Table 17 Overview of all the difference percentages outdoor and indoor per variant for the average values
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Overall it is noticeable that the second and third variant provide the same 
output for all outdoor values. Moreover, all the slopes of the graphs (apart 
from the minimum indoor illuminance) are matching. The graphs look fairly 
symmetrical.

The outdoor uniformity is identical for Variant 1 and Variant 3 and are very 
similar for the BM and Variant 2. The indoor uniformity can be assumed as 0, 
Figure 57.
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Results presented in this chapter are assuming scenario three as described 
in the introduction of Chapter 3; the daylight simulation tool user does 
not have a specific location and there is a specific building to analyse. This 
scenario is chosen for the fact that it will need most of the features offered 
by the tool, as shown in Figure 19 of Chapter 3. The simulation will undergo 
the following steps; on Urban Level, radiation analysis for a part of the South 
district of Chengdu. A clone of an existing building from the model is taken 
and minimised 9 times (for the sake of example) and will then be placed in the 
six highest radiated test points, see Figure 58. Thereafter, the building will 
undergo an orientation study in each of the six points in order to maximise 
the amount of radiation received by the building’s facades. Then the building 
with the highest radiation value after the orientation study, will be put into 
the Building Level analysis. The ceiling height is set to 2,5m (based on the 
MIT interpretation of the Chinese building code (MIT Building Technology 
Group, 2000)), the rest of the parameters are set randomly (with date as in 
BM). Now the test grids, materials, skies, RAD parameters and recipes are 
automatically defined.
 
Lastly, the results will be analysed by the four recipes in the Building Level 
analysis of the daylight simulation tool. The user can now interpret the results 
and decide to alter some building parameters (e.g. glazing ratio, glazing 
orientation, reflections of materials) in order to optimise daylight levels in 
the rooms. In the executed simulations it is assumed the user knows how to 
perform simple tasks in Rhino (such as: import a file and move objects) and 
how to set views.

5. User case 
study

Figure 58 The original building from the model with smaller clone (left) clone with its dimensions in meters (right), 

(Note: the ‘ring’ of the base around the tower has a slightly lower ceiling height)
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�� Phase 1 - Urban level

Step 1 - Radiation analysis
The plane under the direct context of the square in the South district of 
Chengdu, undergoes the annual radiation study, see Figure 59. The vague 
lines seen in the figure are the outlines of the context geometry, such as: 
roads and water. This in order to avoid already predestined space (although it 
might be a place with the highest amount of radiation). The highest radiation 
is received by the West side of the square, from the centre to the North side 
near the water. A lonely point is found on the East side of the square.

Figure 60 Building placed for orientation study in the six positions (analysed one at a time), on the right division angle explained

Figure 59 Annual radiation study with the six highest radiation points (green, Ø = 25)
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Step 2 - Orientation study
The building is placed in each of the points with the same orientation 
(see Figure 60) and an orientation study is executed.

The orientation study component calculates the ideal orientation 
for the building in order to receive maximum radiation. The division 
angle is set to 90 degrees with a maximum of 360 degrees. This 
means the component calculates the best orientation by turning 
the building with 90 degrees, see Figure 60.

For this study all orientations came out the same, with identical 
radiation images, see Figure 61. This also seems only logical, since 
all the buildings were place with almost no hindrance from the 
context (thus, maximum radiation). However, when analysing the 
total annual radiation in absolute values, differences appear. Point 
five receives almost 4% less radiation than the highest absolute 
value. Note; radiation studies do not take reflections into account!

The user now finds that for this building position number one is 
the optimum option and he or she will analyse this option with its 
optimum orientation further in phase 2.

�� Phase 2 - Building level

Step 3 - Geometry and parameters
The building is now assigned as geometry in the building level 
daylight analysis and undergoes automatic division of floors (6 
floors of 2,5m in height) and the desired parameters are set, see 
Figure 62.
All default materials, test grid settings and RAD parameters are 
used. The model can now be simulated, in Figure 63 is shown how 
the model goes into simulation.

Figure 61 Top view of the output of the orientation study with total annual radiation in kWh with highest (green) 

and lowest (red) absolute values in the six points from the radiation analysis

1 (1,649E6 kWh)

4 (1,648E6 kWh)

2 (1,641E6 kWh)

5 (1,596E6 kWh)

3 (1,617E6 kWh)

6 (1,612E6 kWh)



64 Figure 63 Model before simulation, with all its South context

Figure 62 Set parameters (left) and its geometry result with test grid on ground floor (right)
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Step 4 - Visualisation of results
The indoor daylight analysis provides four analysis recipes; DF, 
GRD, IMG and ANN. Which provide daylight factors, illuminance 
and luminance values, glare analysis (DGI/DGP) and annual 
illuminance profiles. The correct skies are set automatically for 
each of the recipes. For all simulations the CIE Overcast Sky has 
been used, apart from the DF and ANN analyses. The skies have 
been rendered with the watchTheSky component and visualised on 
the canvas for verification of the user.

DF - DF
The tool provides two outputs per floor: coloured test grid and 
absolute values in Excel. The colours of the test points in the grid, 
represent the absolute values. High values produce red points, low 
values make the points blue, see Figure 64. The absolute values 
were modified and processed in Excel into a graph.

2

1

Ground Floor (GF)

3

D
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- D
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It is noticeable that the values in of the ground floor are higher in 
the corner (!) of the building on the courtyard, facing the North. 
When looking closer, it becomes clear why; the geometry could 
not assign most of the walls of the tower in the courtyard, see 
GF-5 in Figure 64. This has affected only the ground floor of the 
tower. The rest of all the walls, floors and windows have been 
assigned correctly. This also shows in the results of the DF values, 
for legibility the GF results are left out of the graph. Simulation 
time: several seconds.

GRD - Illuminance
The tool provides two outputs per floor: coloured test grid and 
absolute values in Excel. The colours of the test points in the grid 
with a text tag (shown in Figure 65), represent the absolute values. 
High values produce red points, low values make the points blue, 
see Figure 66. Due to the geometry flaw, the GF results are left out 
of the graph for legibility. The absolute values were modified and 
processed in Excel into a graph. Simulation time: several seconds.

4 5

Graph over all floors
Figure 64 Coloured test grids per floor and graph with all min, max and avg DF values for floors 1-5
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▶

Figure 65 Zoomed in on the coloured test points in test grid with text tags - floor 1
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GRD - Luminance
The tool provides two outputs per floor: coloured test grid and 
absolute values in Excel. The colours of the test points in the grid 
with a text tag (shown in Figure 67), represent the absolute values. 
Due to the geometry flaw, the GF results are left out of the graph 
for legibility. The absolute values were modified and processed in 
Excel into a graph. Simulation time: several seconds.

Graph over all floors

4 5

Figure 66 Coloured test grids with text tags per floor and graph with all min, max and avg illuminance 

values for floors 1-5
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IMG - Glare & luminance
After the user has defined some views in Rhino for glare analysis, 
the tool calculates the glare and luminance of the surfaces visible 
in the given view, the camera positions used for this calculation 
are shown in Figure 68. Also, the DGI and DGP are calculated, see 
Figure 69. The absolute values were modified and processed in 
Excel into a graph.
Simulation time: several minutes.

Graph over all floors

Side Top

Figure 67 Coloured test grids with text tags per floor and graph with all min, max and avg luminance values for floors 1-5

Figure 68 Position of camera in Rhino viewport for glare analysis
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Due to a bug in RADIANCE 5.2, the legend and extremes in the 
luminance images were not created. However, the glare images can 
be run with a separate desktop falsecolour program which analyses 
the images and converts them to a luminance image and prints 
extreme values and a legend within seconds.

ANN - Annual illuminance
The annual recipe provides the daylight simulation with hourly data 
from the weather file. The weather file used, was the same as for 
the verification of the tool: the Chengdu SWERA file. The output 
represents an average illuminance value of all the points per floor. 
The y-axis represent the hours of the day, the x-axis represent the 
days of the year. Figure 70 shows the annual illuminance graphs 
per floor. The GF shows very high illuminance values, due to the 
flaw in the geometry. Simulation time: several minutes.

1

GF

Graph DGI Graph DGP
Figure 69 Photo-realistic imaging of glare and luminance per floor and graphs of DGI and DGP with all floors
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2

3

4

5
Figure 70 Annual illuminance graphs per floor
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To provide more output of the simulated annual illuminance, more 
components are added to the tool, see Figure 71. It produces extra 
mesh graphs for the DayLight Autonomy (DLA) and the possibility 
to write the dates with hours on which the values are between 
300 and 1000lux to Excel. DLA represents a percentage of time (of 
the simulated hours, in this simulation 8:00-18:00) where the test 
points have a higher illuminance value than the domain constrains, 
see Figure 72. Simulation time: several minutes. Note; the GF mesh 
shows inconsistent mesh sizes due to an unequal distribution of 
the test points in the test grid.

DLA output

Writing dates with condition (a > 299lux) to Excel
Figure 71 Extra component combinations for determining DLA and writing to Excel
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5

4

3

Figure 72 Coloured mesh graphs of DLA from 8:00-18:00h for all floors
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Step 5 - Optimisation
The user can now start optimising the building geometry. Two options 
are shown here and solved for the annual illuminance of the 5th floor 
of the tower, Figure 73. In the first optimisation, the glazing ratio will 
be set from 0,25 to 0,50 for all facades. In the second optimisation the 
glazing ratio is set back to 0,25 for all facades but, the material of the 
glass will be assigned a different transmission factor, from 0,75 to 0,57 
to mimic heavily tinted glass. Both annual profiles show these design 
alterations have a great influence on the illuminances in the rooms.

�� Bug fixing
During the simulation a few bugs occurred. It was not possible to 
create mesh graphs for the luminance and illuminance values in the 
grid based simulation. After a couple of rounds troubleshooting (mostly 
disabling and enabling components and recomputing the whole tool) 
the problem still occurred. The bug was probably due to the rendering 
flaw of the geometry. Having the possibility to provide coloured test 
points with their tag provided similar information, which caused that 
the meshes were not missed. When simulating annual profiles, the 
simulation name should be assigned a shorter name. Since the name is 
generated automatically in this tool, the simulation wouldn’t compute. 
A separate panel was created and linked to the runDaylightSimulation 
component. This solved the problem. A second bug occurred when 
trying to solve the newly created DLA output. The component 
reColorMesh gave a runtime warning with the information that it 
appeared that too few values were put in. However, after disabling 
and enabling this component, the problem was solved.

GLZ Ratio 0,5

Tinted Glass
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Figure 73 Annual optimisation illuminance graphs for floor 5 with GLZR 0,5 and tinted glass
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Verification results will be discussed per simulation and variable. 
Interpretations and conclusions will be presented here. Then, 
the user case study will be enlightened. Challenges and benefits 
experienced while using the tool will be elaborated. The optimisation 
process will be explained.

�� Verification results

�� Honeybee baseline model without context

Illuminance - Glazing ratio
Results showed the outdoor illuminances near the windows 
decreased. This can be explained by the fact that there is more 
glazing in the facades, which means the material properties change 
from ρ = 0,65 to τ = 0,75 (according to Table 11). This means there 
is now a reflectivity of maximum 25% instead of 65% possible. 
Therefore, less reflectivity coming from the walls, and thus light 
rays, travel from this wall surface onto the ground near the window. 
Minimum illuminance values decrease, but reach a horizontal 
asymptote near 11750 lux (Figure 47).
Uniformity of the indoor illuminance is nearly zero, this is explained 
due to the depth of the building. The illuminance values in the 
middle of the room are less than 20lux against more than 3000 lux.

Illuminance - Glazing orientation
The graph in Figure 48 of the indoor illuminances show that the 
maximum value is nearly stable, whereas the average value seems 
to be directly correlated to the amount of glazed facades. When sun 
enters the building under an overcast sky, this provides a particular 
value indoors, near the window. If added another glazed facade, the 
illuminance values indoors near this facade will increase drastically 
as well. This increases the average values. Since the values in the 
middle of the room are very low (less than 20 lux) the illuminances 
near the window have a higher part in the average value. The 
maximum values stay stable, since the maximum illuminances near 
the facade are similar. 

Illuminance - Season
The outdoor mesh graphs in Figure 76 show a asymmetry in 
the left and right side of the building. When looking through the 
luminances of the skies in Appendix B, it can be concluded that the 
building casts a shadow on this side of the building (the simulation 
time was 15:00).

6. Discussion
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Illuminance - Sky
The point in the graphs of the minimum outdoor illuminance 
level for the CIE clear sky of Figure 50 is lower than any of the 
values in the graph. This is because this particular sky creates a 
harsh shadow on the East side of the building, causing very low 
illuminances locally.

Illuminance - Time
The false colour images of the luminances of the skies for the 
different times in Appendix B, show that the sun reaches its point 
around 13:00h. This explains that the highest illuminance values in 
Figure 51 for both outdoor and indoor are around this time.

�� Honeybee baseline model without context compared to 
baseline model without context in DIALux Evo

Illuminance - Season
The average values in the graphs of Figure 52 show that the 
DIALux Evo program produces consequently higher values, with 
an error of around 20%, than the Honeybee simulation. Since the 
slopes of the lines are very alike, it arises the suspicion that there is 
a higher illuminance in the DIALux Evo environment to begin with 
or that the surfaces behave differently. The first could address a 
difference in the sky the latter a difference in the amount of rays in 
the simulation model. Which program is better or worse is difficult 
to say, however, documentation could give clarification. When 
considering season, the biggest difference is found in the difference 
in simulated sky. Mangkuto (2016) describes that inaccuracies are 
found in the daylighting scenes of DIALux Evo, in the calculation 
of the sky in particular. In the same study Mangkuto also describes 
diffuse reflections are accurate, but that the luminous flux is not 
altering along with the varying incidence angles. The latter could 
explain the maximum difference of 4000 lux (!) in the maximum 
values. Both differences can be explained by these conclusions. 
Witzel (2012) describes that the photon shooting calculation 
method could overlook small surfaces. Since the model does 
not contain any small geometries, It can be concluded that the 
difference in the model was not due to the different calculation 
method. 

Illuminance - Sky
In the comparison the average values of Figure 54 should be taken 
into consideration most. Two extremes are interesting; the CIE 
clear sky and the CIE overcast sky. The clear skies are around 200 
lux apart for the average values, whereas the overcast skies are 50 
lux apart. Considering that the CIE clear sky produces significantly 
higher irradiance than the CIE overcast sky, it can be concluded 
that the differences are quite similar and could be attributed to the 
abnormalities in the daylighting scenes in DIALux.

Illuminance - Time
The difference in the graphs show a consistent abnormality as was 
the case in the sky and season graphs. What should be taken from 
these comparative studies is that the EP is quite constant, between 
20-25%. This could be seen as the EP of the daylighting scene in 
DIALux Evo.
Lastly, it is worth mentioning here that the distribution of the 
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windows in both BM models was executed differently. However, 
this differences were relatively small and could not have a 20% 
influence in the differennt average illuminance levels.

�� Honeybee baseline model with context

Illuminance - Time
All graphs of the simulation in context produced consequently 
lower illuminance levels than the BM without context. This 
is against expectation. Given the fact that the context has a 
reflectivity of 20%, this should have caused more rays entering the 
building. Moreover, Variant 2 stood directly near the water with a 
mirror-like reflectivity of 80% (!). Especially the fact that the values 
around noon differ more than the values at respectively 8:00 and 
18:00 where for the latter times shades cast onto the variants. 
Moreover the outdoor illuminance values for Variant 2 and Variant 
3 are identical. This is extremely unlikely. This could be due to a 
flaw in writing the absolute values to an Excel file without assigning 
another file path, or human error during handling the values in the 
Excel file. The output for the BM in context is therefore unreliable.

�� User case study

During handling the daylight simulation tool from beginning to end 
according to the flowchart provided in Chapter 3, some great highs 
and a couple of lows were experienced. After encountering a lot of 
problems in setting up the radiation analysis in the beginning, the 
radiation analysis became one of the easiest and most optimised 
parts of the daylight simulation tool. This could be due to the given 
that this part was added in the end phase of the graduation project 
and therefore the way of navigating through the software was at 
its optimum.
The radiation analysis provided the radiation of the square in the 
South district of Chengdu, fast (a couple of ), with literally four 
clicks of a mouse. Despite the fact that the surface represents 
around 10% of the total urban plan. The extra step of determining 
the best orientation of the building and providing the top 6 most 
radiated points in the location of interest could be a great asset in 
finding the ideal location for a building. 
Unfortunately the imported building encountered some problems 
with the automatically assigned geometry. The building missed a 
wall on the ground floor on the side of the courtyard and despite 
trouble shooting, the problem could not be fixed. Later generated 
meshes and graphs showed the problem was not limited to a 
visualisation flaw, but actually having lack of walls, locally, which 
caused exorbitant high illuminance values.
Apart from this defect in the tool, a lot of things went very well. 
Splitting the building up automatically into several floors and 
creating test grids per floor (each floor could be selected with the 
item selector so a simulation per floor could be executed). 
Then a series of a lot of defaults made the input for the model 
fairly fast, which provided quickly being able to hit the ‘run daylight 
simulation’ button.
The four recipes produced a lot of output, ranging from general 
DF percentages to detailed annual profiles per floor. By providing 
both meshes and absolute values, it gives good insight and visual 
conclusions on the daylight behaviour in the building. However, 
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absolute values have to be firstly processed by the user in Excel.
The glare analysis is a fairly easy output to interpret, since it shows 
you photorealistic images where the brightness can be seen 
instantly. Moreover, the tool prints the interpretation of the DGP 
in the top of the image. When RADIANCE 5.1 is installed on the 
system instead of 5.2 (the latter was the version used), the luminance 
images become more useful. They can then print extremes and 
provide a legend for quick interpretation of the luminance values. 
This as an addition to the grid based analysis for the luminances. 
After simulation DGI and DGP are shown as an output of the glare 
component into two separate panels. These can be transferred to 
Excel and processed into a graph as shown in Figure 69. For the GF 
the DGI was lower than the DGI on the other floors, whereas the 
DGP was higher than the DGP on other floors. This means that the 
glare discomfort was lower than on the remaining floors, however 
there were more possibilities to perceive glare discomfort. A study 
by Wienold (n.d.) showed a weak correlation between the DGI 
and the percentage of persons disturbed by the glare. Moreover, 
it has not been defined for a DGI lower than 20 (the output 
provided all DGI below 15%). Wienold also concluded that there 
is no correlation between the average window luminance, but that 
there is a reasonable correlation between vertical eye illuminance 
and the percentage of persons disturbed by it. Together with the 
strong correlation between the DGP and the probability of persons 
disturbed by the glare, indicates DGP is a better measure for glare 
analysis than the DGI. DGP is valid for a value of more or equal to 
0.2 and a vertical illuminance of more or equal to 380 lux. Since 
the output provided values of 0.2 and lower (apart from the 0.3 of 
the GF) the value of the DGP in this case is questionable. The glare 
component does not filter the low DGI and DGP values which 
provides the user with useless information. This could be solved 
with a filter constructed with a series of Grasshopper components.
The most impressive and information dense graphs are provided 
with the annual analysis profiles. Every hour of the year is analysed 
and rendered into one graph. By filtering low illuminances from 
the graph, the user can quickly read when the design meets the 
desired daylight conditions. It would be even more useful if the 
tool provided the option to draw horizontal lines on given hours 
(e.g. a horizontal line on 9:00h and 17:00) this would enrich the 
interpretation possibility of this graph.

Daylight autonomy was calculated for a whole year at a specific 
time frame. The output consist of coloured meshes which represent 
the corresponding percentages. when the low and highbounds are 
set to a domain 0-100% the user is provided useful information.
The user can then start the optimising process by tweaking the 
parameters and running the calculations again, until the desired 
values are achieved. It would be best to start with the annual analysis 
and then start refining with the other daylight characteristics.
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The aim of this study was to design a tool that can help architects 
in different stages of urban densification design to find location 
with optimal daylight conditions. In the simplified planning process 
below, the phases where the tool can contribute to daylighting 
studies is shown. In the feasibility and master planning phase 
radiation analysis is executed, in the design and implementation 
phase illuminance, luminance, glare, DF and annual illuminances 
are calculated for the architect and luminance and glare analysis is 
provided for the interior designer. In the operational phase the tool 
can help in case of remodelling or renovation of the building. The 
interior designer can then simply adjust interior material properties 
to analyse the luminance and glare of the new situation. In the 
formal planning phase energy simulations (among others) are 

7. Conclusion

Conclusion 1 Implementation of the tool in the planning process
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Exact location

Energy simulation 
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TOOL
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executed. The tool could be expanded to provide these kind of 
simulations as well. This proves the tool can be applied throughout 
the whole planning process, see Conclusion 1.

From the user case study became clear that the functionality was 
not always optimal. Geometry was not assigned in some places 
(for this a series of components is linked to provide a geometry 
test before simulation, as described in Chapter 3) and some 
components could not compute in the first run (these had to 
be ‘restarted’). Also, the output for the BM in context provided 
questionable results. The simulations calculated lower values for all 
cases, against expectations.

In terms of optimisation the tool provides optimisation on urban 
and building level. The best location in the urban tissue can be 
determined and the orientation of a building can be optimised 
automatically. The outcome of this study is automatically linked to 
the building level analysis to proceed with the interior analyses. 
Most useful and quickly to interpret results were obtained with the 
annual illuminance graphs.

In order to validate whether the tool is ‘architect-friendly’ user 
validation studies should be executed. However, the framework 
architect-friendliness created by Weytjens et al. (2011) to rate 
available tools, can help to predict the architect friendliness of the 
designed tool. The framework table from the attachment of the 
study by Weytjens (2011) was filled in for the daylight simulation 
tool. The tool has been renamed from here on: Giraffe (an animal 
name in line with the philosophy of McNeel & partners’ products).

Giraffe scores high (i.e. maximum) on ‘data-input’ and ‘usability DP’ 
(architectural design process), see Conclusion 2. The first because 
Giraffe provides a lot of defaults, and has a high compatibility 
with other software (such as: Sketch-Up and AutoCAD), allows 
the user to quickly put in various building parameters and has a 
built-in 3D modeller. The ‘usability DP’ scores high because of its 
simulation time, simplicity and adaptation for early design. Giraffe 
scores moderate to good on ‘output’, ‘interface’ and ‘general’. 
Giraffe is created to be in compliance with building codes and 
regulations, has strong graphical representation of output and 

Conclusion 2 Radar graph indicating the architect-friendliness per category of Giraffe
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the output can be displayed in the 3D geometry of the model. 
However, it does not provide the user with supportive information 
on design decisions (the user should be able to understand what 
factors influence daylighting) and does not generate reports for 
alternative designs or options. The interface is visually very strong 
(visual programming) and is a clearly structured with a restrained 
set of functions. However, opinions on a user interface are often 
a very personal matter. Visual programming is a way of executing 
daylight studies in a different way, but it is not for everybody. 
For the general category adaptable default values (customised 
choices), transparency of the tool and highly visual scores maximal. 
However, whether it is easy to learn or easy and intuitive in use, 
is again highly dependent on personal preference. If someone will 
not like the idea of visual programming, he or she will not like to 
use Giraffe.

Further research
Giraffe has been verified for the illuminance variable. This means 
the other daylight variables should undergo a similar verification 
process, before providing Giraffe to the user. When the verification 
is complete, user validation can be started. Here Giraffe could be 
tested by users (architects, developers, interior designers). Giraffe 
was validated for this study by the programmer of the tool only. 
When the focus group results provide positive feedback, the tool 
could have the potential to score even higher in the ‘general’ 
category.

To make the user interface of Giraffe for the output even more 
user-friendly, it could be useful to construct a ‘performance grade’. 
Instead of letting the user conclude on the output provided, the 
output could be hooked to a number of boundary conditions based 
on the daylighting norms. The output values are then compared 
to the norms and the user receives a daylight performance grade 
based on the amount of values that fall within the standard (a 1 
if daylighting is not in line with the boundaries set and a 10 if all 
the required conditions are met). In other words, the degree of 
automation should be enhanced. This will provide better scores 
on “supportive information for design decisions” and therefore a 
higher score in the ‘output’ category.

Also an additional study should be done on how to incorporate 
the effect of factors which influence the amount of daylight 
(an example of such a factor is air pollution). With a correction 
factor, the outputs could be corrected after calculation and before 
providing the output.
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 � Why is daylight analysis important?

 � How is daylight defined?

 � Where in the building process is daylight considered?

 � Why does there need to be a change in daylight simulation tool?

 � What are the possible dangers for daylight entrance in cities?

 � What programs do architects use?

 � How do architects rank these programs?

 � What do architects expect a BPS tool to do?

 � What output is generated by these tools?

 � How is the output used?

 � What design aspects are influenced by daylighting analysis?

 � What needs to be improved in simulation software?

 �  Which software is generating daylight analysis, and what  
simulation engine do they use?

 � How to choose a case study for this research?

 � What are the strengths and weaknesses of the current daylight simulation programs?

 � How to model the case study correctly?

 � What materials are designed by Smith & Gill in the context of Chengdu?

 � What daylighting software to use for comparison?

 � How to verify a daylight simulation tool?

 � How should a baseline model look like?

 � What function should the baseline model be (e.g. office, residential)?

 � Which daylighting standards are used?

Q. List of 
sub questions
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 � What requirements do norms prescribe for test grids?

 � What norms should be applied?

 � What weather file to use?

 � What materials should be defined?

 � Where to place the baseline model in the context?

 � How should a variant on the baseline model look like?

 � What daylight quantities should be considered?

 � How to design a daylight simulation tool?

 � What skies should be used for the simulations?

 � What RAD parameters should be applied?

 � How to visualise the simulation output?

 � How to generate file name, graph and legend titles automatically?

 � How to compare results?

 � How to visualise absolute values?

 � What results are most important?

 � What building geometry should I choose for user case study?

 � What parameters should I choose for the building of the user case study?

 � Where to place the camera to create a view in Rhino for the glare analysis?

 � How to optimise the output of the annual analysis?

 � How to show the optimisation process in the user case study?

 � What problems did I encounter during using the daylight simulation tool?
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 -aa Ambient Accuracy
 -ab Ambient Bounces
 Accur Accurate value
 -ad Ambient Divisions
 ANN Annual analysis recipe
 -ar Ambient Resolution
 -as Ambient Super-samples
 Avg or avg Average
 BM Baseline Model
 Brep Boundary representation
 B-Spline Basic Spline
 CSWD Chinese Standard Weather Data
 CWA   humid subtropical climate, according the  

Köppen-Geiger classification
 DF Daylight Factor, Daylight Factor analysis recipe
 DGI Daylight Glare Index
 DGP Daylight Glare Probability
 DHI Direct Horizontal Irradiance
 DNI Direct Normal Irradiance
 E East
 EP Error Percentage
 EPW EnergyPlus Weather data
 EW East, West
 GF Ground Floor
 GHI Global Horizontal Irradiance
 GLZ O Glazing Orientation
 GLZ R Glazing Ratio
 GRD Grid-based analysis recipe
 HB Honeybee
 HDR High Dynamic Range image
 IES VE Integrated Environmental Solutions Virtual Environment
 IMG Image-based analysis recipe
 LBNL  Lawrence Berkeley National Laboratory  

(i.e. RADIANCE programme developers)
 Max or max Maximal value
 Min or min Minimal value
 N North
 NE North, East
 NESW North, East, South and West
 NS North, South
 NURBS Non-Uniform Rational B-Spline
 RAD Rapid Application Development
 RGB Red, Green, Blue (i.e. primary light colours)
 Rhino Rhinoceros
 S South

N. Nomenclature
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 SimType Simulation Type
 SWERA Solar and Wind Energy Resource Assessment
 U0 Uniformity
 VM Variation Model
 W West
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 1000lux Sky  a Honeybee defined sky for the DF calculations with  
a maximum illuminance of 1000 lux

 -aa the accuracy of the environment of the daylight scene
 -ab  the number of diffuse reflections, the higher the number,  

the more reflections and simulation time
 -ad the number of rays from a point on the surface
 -ar the resolution of the environment of the daylight scene
 -as the number of extra rays in sample areas with high brightness
 Backward ray-tracing  a software calculation method, where light is traced  

from the eye to the light sources
 CIE Clear Sky a CIE standard sky with no clouds and sunlight
 CIE Intermediate Sky a CIE standard sky with clouds and sunlight
 CIE Overcast Sky a CIE standard sky with clouds covering the whole sky
 CIE Uniform Sky  a CIE standard sky with a uniform luminance independent  

of the altitude or azimuth
 Clear Sky without sun a Honeybee defined sky without clouds or sunlight
 Climate Based Sky a sky based on the imported EPW file
 Daysim a daylighting analysis software program
 DIALux Evo a free daylighting analysis software program
 Embryo Viz  an extension for Grasshopper to visualise images on the 

Grasshopper canvas
 EnergyPlus a building energy simulation program
 False colour images with contrast colours for enhanced readability
 Falsecolor2 extension which converts glare images into luminance images
 Glare  a term in photometry which indicates the  

(dis)comfort of brightness perceived by the eye
 Grasshopper  a visual programming plug-in for Rhino in  

Python programming language
 Highbound the highest end of the constrained domain
 Honeybee  a Grasshopper extension linking programs (among others)  

such as Daysim and EnergyPlus for detailed daylight  
and energy calculation

 IES VE  a software program for analysing and visualising complex  
building physics principles

 Illuminance  a term in photometry which indicates the amount of  
light received by a surface in lux

 Intermediate Sky without sun a Honeybee defined sky with clouds without sunlight
 Köppen-classification  climate classification based on botanical properties which  

create 29 climate regions within 5 groups
 Ladybug  a Grasshopper extension which specialises in analysing  

and visualising weather data
 Lowbound the lowest end of the constrained domain
 Luminance  a term in photometry which indicates the amount of  

illuminance travelling in a direction in cd/m2

G. Glossary
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 Meshes a coloured image of 
 NEN-EN 12464-1  Dutch standardised norms for European interpretation 

for daylight in work places
 OpenStudio  a collection of software tools for whole building energy 

simulation support (uses EnergyPlus and RADIANCE)
 Photon shooting  a relatively new software calculation method, where light 

is distributed onto visible surfaces and then transmitted, 
reflected or absorbed

 RADIANCE  a daylight simulation tool, often used as daylight 
simulation engine for other software

 Rhinoceros  a 3D modelling program with built-in renderer
 Sunpath  a path in the sky followed by the sun during a specific 

date and time
 Term+Window  a simulation program for energy modelling. THERM lets 

the user design constructions for R-Value determination 
and WINDOW is for importing and designing glazing 
systems

 TT Toolbox  a Grasshopper extension for writing absolute values to 
Microsoft Excel

 ZOO server  a server where software and software extension licenses 
are recalled, provided by McNeel & partners
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�� C.  Illuminance mesh graphs per variable and parameter for 
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�� A. Ladybug weather file season analysis
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�� A. Ladybug weather file season analysis �� B. Generated skies in false colour for various parameters
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�� C.  Illuminance mesh graphs per variable and parameter for the baseline model without context
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Figure 74 BM without context - Glazing Ratio - Mesh graph
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▶
�� C.  Illuminance mesh graphs per variable and parameter for the baseline model without context
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S W

CIE Overcast Sky
Figure 75 BM without context - Glazing Orientation - Mesh graph



113Figure 76 BM without context - Season - Mesh graph
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▶
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Figure 77 BM without context - Sky - Mesh graph
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15:00

18:00
Figure 78 BM without context - Time - Mesh graph
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▶
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Figure 79 Illuminance image output of BM without context in HB  

(Note: both in- and outdoor visible) and DIALux Evo - Season
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Figure 80 Illuminance image output of BM without context in HB  

(Note: both in- and outdoor visible) and DIALux Evo - Sky
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18:00
Figure 81 Illuminance image output of BM without context in HB  

(Note: both in- and outdoor visible) and DIALux Evo - Time
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�� E. Graphs with absolute illuminance values of BM in context with three variants 
& Tables with difference percentage (minimum and maximum values)

Variant 1

Variant 2

Variant 3

Indoor

Ti
m

e 
- M

in

Outdoor

Figure 82 Graphs of outdoor and indoor absolute illumance values 

for the three variants in context, min - time variable

Table 18 Overview of all the difference percentages outdoor and 

indoor per variant for the minimal values
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Variant 1
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Figure 83 Graphs of outdoor and indoor absolute illumance values 

for the three variants in context, max - time variable

Table 19 Overview of all the difference percentages outdoor and 

indoor per variant for the maximum values
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